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Very large floating structure (VLFS) technology allows the creation of land from the 
sea without the need for massive amount of fill materials and with little disturbance to 
the current flow and water quality. VLFSs have been gradually appearing in many 
parts of the world for a wide range of applications, such as floating bridges, floating 
piers, floating performance stages, and floating oil storage facilities. Owing to their 
much larger dimensions in length than in depth, VLFSs are relatively flexible and thus 
they have to be robustly designed against wave-induced deformations and stresses, 
especially for applications that demands stringent serviceability requirements. Owing 
to their attractive appearance and better wave attenuation capability, irregular shaped 
VLFSs are becoming popular and thus more efforts should be made to better 
understand their hydroelastic behavior under wave action. In addition, a reliability 
analysis of VLFSs has to be carried out that allow for both the modeling of uncertain 
behavior and the handling of the computational complexity. 
This thesis focuses on the hydroelastic analysis of VLFSs, i.e. the study of the 
response of floating structures to surface water waves. The main objectives of this 
study are to study ways to mitigate the hydroelastic response of VLFSs so as to 
improve its serviceability performance and also to advance the hydroelastic analysis 
under random water waves. In this study, the considered ways in reducing hydroelastic 
response of VLFSs are the use of flexible connectors, gill cells and appropriate shapes. 
Summary 
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For the hydroelastic analysis, the VLFS is modeled as a giant floating plate. The 
Mindlin (or first order shear deformable) plate theory is adopted for a more accurate 
prediction of the plate deflections and stress resultants since the theory includes the 
effect of transverse shear deformation and rotary inertia. Moreover, the Mindlin plate 
theory expresses the stress-resultants as first derivatives of the bending rotation and 
deflection instead of second and third derivatives of the deflections as in the classical 
thin plate theory. The water is modeled as an ideal fluid and its motion is assumed to 
be irrotational so that a velocity potential exists. In solving the coupled water–plate 
interaction problem, two methods are adopted for the hydroelastic analysis (performed 
in the frequency domain), namely, the modal expansion method and the direct method. 
The finite element method is used to solve the deflection of the floating plate, whereas 
the boundary element method is adopted for solving the Laplace equation (which is the 
governing equation for fluid motion) together with the fluid boundary conditions for 
the velocity potential. Both the constant panel method and the higher order boundary 
element method are adopted for solving the water potential. 
The background, introduction, and literature review on hydroelastic analysis of 
VLFSs are given in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 describes the general theory, the basic 
equations of motion of fluid and VLFS, formulations and solutions of a water–plate 
interaction problem. Chapter 3 investigates the hydroelastic response of very large 
floating structures with a flexible connector system and to study the effectiveness of 
such a system in reducing the hydroelastic response as well as the stress resultants of 
the floating plate. Flexible line connections are found to be effective in reducing the 
hydroelastic response of the considered VLFSs provided that they are appropriately 
placed. For a greater reduction in the hydroelastic response, a novel hybrid system that 
comprises the use of flexible connector and gill cells are investigated in Chapter 4. Gill 
Summary 
ix 
cells are compartments in VLFS that allow free passage of water. It is found that a 
significant reduction in both the hydroelastic response and the stress resultants of the 
studied VLFS can be achieved with the combined presence of a suitably positioned 
flexible line connector and an appropriate distribution of gill cells. Chapter 5 extends 
an existing higher order boundary element method for hydroelastic analysis of VLFSs 
with arbitrary shapes. The shaping of the front edges and end edges of longish VLFS is 
explored with the view to reduce the hydroelastic response of VLFS. Both the 
hydroelastic response and stress resultants can be effectively reduced by having 
appropriate end shapes in the studied VLFSs. Based on the linear random vibration 
theory, Chapter 6 proposes a framework for stochastic hydroelastic analysis of VLFS 
considering a directional wave spectrum. The hydroelastic behaviour of the example 
VLFS is found to be greatly affected when considering a directional wave spectrum in 
which the effect of oblique wave is integrated. The conclusions of present studies and 
recommendations for future studies are presented in Chapter 7. 
The studies carried out in the thesis provide new ideas in mitigating the 
hydroelastic response of VLFSs. The extended higher order boundary element method 
can be applied to predict the hydroelastic response of floating plates with arbitrary 
shape. The proposed framework of stochastic hydroelastic analysis may be adopted for 
reliability assessment of VLFSs. The results reported herein would be useful 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 
This chapter introduces a special class of floating structures called Very Large 
Floating Structures (VLFSs), their advantages in creating land from sea over the 
traditional land reclamation approach as well as their applications. Following this 
introduction, literature reviews on hydroelastic analysis of VLFS, ways for reducing 
hydroelastic response of VLFS, hydroelastic analysis of the VLFS under stochastic 
waves are presented. Finally, the objectives of the thesis are articulated and layout of 
the thesis given to assist reading. 
 
1.1 Very Large Floating Structures 
As nearly half of the industrialized world is now within a kilometer of the coast, the 
demand on land resources and space is beginning to approach a critical stage as the 
population continues to expand at an alarming rate and industrial and urban 
development increases. The conventional way of expanding the land mass for land 
scarce countries such as Japan, the Netherlands, Monaco and Singapore is through 
aggressive land reclamation programs, However, land reclamation is not cost effective 
or even feasible as the water depth gets larger than 20m or when the seabed is 
extremely soft. Moreover, land reclamation works generally have a negative 
environmental impact on the coastlines and the marine eco-system. There is a need for 
a more sustainable and environmentally friendly development. 
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An environmentally friendly technological innovation proposed by the Japanese 
and Americans in recent times is the concept of Very Large Floating Structures (VLFS) 
– a technology that allows the creation of artificial land from the sea without 
destroying marine habitats, polluting coastal waters, and altering tidal and natural 
current flow (Wang et al., 2008). This technology enables the mankind to colonize the 
ocean for space, food and energy. 
As an alternative solution for creating land from the sea, VLFS technology 
possesses several advantages over the traditional land reclamation approach in the 
following respects: 
 they are cost effective when the water depth is large and the sea bed is soft; 
 they are environmental friendly as they do not damage the marine eco-system, or 
silt-up deep harbors or disrupt the ocean currents; 
 they are easy and fast to construct; 
 they require much less massive foundation system; 
 they can be easily removed or expanded; 
 the facilities and structures on VLFS is protected from seismic shocks as they are 
inherently base isolated; 
 they are suitable for developments associated with leisure and water sport activities; 
 they are not affected by rising tidal waters associated with global warming. 
A typical VLFS has large horizontal dimensions with a relatively small depth. 
Given such a small depth to length ratio, a VLFS has relatively small bending rigidity 
which makes it behaves almost like an elastic plate on water. In other words, the VLFS 
has a significant elastic deformation in addition to the rigid body motion under wave 
actions. It is therefore crucial to estimate the flexural response of a VLFS when 
interacting with the fluid surrounding. This fluid–structure interaction is referred to as 
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hydroelasticity and the response is referred to as hydroelastic response. Hydroelastic 
analysis is critical in the VLFS assessment as well as for design improvement, such as 
to find ways to reduce the hydroelastic response. As a reduction in the hydroelastic 
response translates to a higher level of safety and serviceability of the VLFS. 
1.1.1 Definition of VLFS 
VLFSs may be classified into two broad categories (Watanabe et al., 2004a), namely 
the semi-submersible type and the pontoon-type. The former type of VLFSs having 
their platform raised above the sea level is mounted on a number of partially 
submerged legs (column tubes) supported by underwater, ballasted water-tight 
pontoons. With its hull structure submerged in a deep draft, the semi-submersible 
VLFSs can minimize the effects of wave actions. Therefore, in open sea, where the 
wave heights are relatively large, the semi-submersible VLFSs are preferred. On the 
other hand, the pontoon-type VLFS is a simple flat box structure floating on the sea 
surface. It is very flexible compared to other kinds of offshore structures, and so its 
elastic deformations are more important than their rigid body motions. Hence, the 
pontoon-type VLFS is best placed in calm waters such as a lagoon, or a harbor or a 
cove. However, owing to its advantages of low manufacturing cost and easy 
maintenance and repair, pontoon-type VLFS would be preferable when a large size 
VLFS is considered (Riggs, 1991). In this thesis, only the pontoon-type VLFS is 
treated. 
In order to identify a VLFS, Suzuki and Yoshida (1996) proposed two conditions 
that a VLFS must satisfy. The first condition is that the length of the structure must be 
greater than the wavelength , the latter of which is defined by the wave period T and 
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where k  is the wave number, and   is the circular wave frequency given by 
2 / T  . The second condition requires the length of the floating structure to be 
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                                                       (1.2) 
where EI  is the flexural rigidity, w  the fluid density, and g  the gravitational 
acceleration. In their formulation, the floating structure is modeled as a uniform beam 
model and the hydrostatic restoring force is modeled as an elastic foundation. These 
two conditions are the unique features that distinguish a VLFS from conventional ships 
and floating offshore structures in terms of global response (ISSC, 2006). If the length 
of the structure is smaller than the characteristic length, the response is dominated by 
rigid-body motions, whereas if it is larger than the characteristic length, as typically in 
VLFS, the response is dominated by elastic deformations. On the other hand, 
conventional ships and floating offshore structures may have large horizontal 
dimensions (for example, an aircraft carrier), but due to its relatively large flexural 
rigidity, the elastic deformation is negligible. 
1.1.2 Applications of VLFS 
VLFSs have been gradually appearing in many parts of the world for broad 
applications. Applications of pontoon-type VLFS includes the Mega Float which is an 
airplane runway test model in Tokyo Bay (see Fig. 1.1), the floating oil storage 
facilities in Shirashima and Kamigoto Islands in Japan (see Figs. 1.2 and 1.3), the 
floating bridges in Dubai, UAE and Seattle, USA (see Fig. 1.4), floating ferry piers in 





Figure 1.1 Mega Float in Tokyo Bay, Japan. 






















Figure 1.5 Floating performance stage at Marina Bay, Singapore. 
 
 
VLFS technology also provides a new solution for future human habitation. The 
lilypad Floating Ecopolis (Fig. 1.6), proposed by the Belgium architect Vincent 
Callebaut, is an example of future floating city that accommodates future climatic 
refugees. With more than half of the Netherlands’ land area now below sea level, the 
Dutch have also proposed the concept of a floating town (Fig. 1.7), which is a 
visionary integrated town consisting of green houses, commercial centre and 
residential area. In March 2010, the Maldives government and Dutch Docklands of the 
Netherlands had signed an agreement to develop several floating facilities for the 
















Figure 1.8 Floating convention centre in Maldives. 
(source: www.greenfudge.org) 
 
1.2 Literature review 
1.2.1 Background on hydroelastic analysis of VLFS 
In the hydrodynamic analysis of a floating body under wave action, the water is 
usually assumed to be an ideal fluid, i.e. inviscid and incompressible, and its motion is 
irrotational so that a velocity potential exists. The motion of the fluid is described by 
the velocity potential which satisfies the Laplace equation. The conventional method 
of solving the velocity potential is to transform the Laplace equation together with 
appropriate boundary conditions into a boundary integral equation. The boundary 
conditions are the Neumann conditions at the seabed and the wetted surface of the 
floating body, the linearized free surface condition, and the radiation conditions at 
infinity. The pioneering work to this boundary value problem on the motion of a 
floating rigid body was done by John (1949; 1950), in which the Green function within 
a boundary integral formulation was used to solve for the wave scattering from rigid 
floating bodies. A detail description of the linear wave theory was published by 
Wehausen and Laitone (1960) in their remarkable review article ‘Surface Waves’. This 
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review article contains benchmark solutions for wave–structure interactions problems. 
However, earlier works by these researchers only considered the floating structure as a 
rigid body. 
With the increasing interest in VLFS technology in the past decade, hydroelastic 
analysis on floating structure has attracted interest and stimulated researches. 
Breakthrough works by Bishop and Price (1979) and Price and Wu (1985) led to the 
full 3D hydroelastic theory, where the Green function method is used to model the 
fluid and the finite element method to model the VLFS. Pioneering contributors to the 
hydroelastic theory of VLFS are Ertekin et al. (1993), Suzuki (1996; 2005), Yago and 
Endo (1996), Kashiwagi (1998; 2000), Utsunomiya et al. (1998) and Ohmatsu (1998; 
1999). The development of hydroelastic theory should also be attributed to Meylan and 
Squires (1996) and Meylan (1997; 2001) who studied ice–floe problems where these 
problems are similar to VLFS problem. Recent developments on the hydroelastic 
analysis have been extensively reviewed by Kashiwagi (2000), Watanabe et al. (2004a) 
and Chen et al. (2006). These developments have improved the hydroelastic analysis 
of the VLFS resulting in more accurate and efficient methods to analyze the behaviors 
of the VLFS. A more in-depth review on modeling of VLFS for the hydroelastic 
analysis will be given in the next Section 1.2.2. 
1.2.2 Modeling of VLFS for hydroelastic analysis 
In the hydroelastic analysis of the fluid–structure interaction problem, there are two 
parts to the problem that need modeling: the fluid part and the floating structure part. 
As discussed in Section 1.2.1, the fluid part is described by a velocity potential which 
satisfies Laplace equation. For the floating structure part, various models have been 
proposed. One-dimensional beam model for a longish floating structure resting on a 
two-dimensional fluid domain is often used for simplicity. Here, longish structure 
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means that one of the horizontal dimensions of the floating structure is significantly 
larger than the other (i.e. large length-to-width ratio or aspect ratio). However, such a 
simple model causes the hydroelastic response to be overestimated as the wave effects 
from the edges perpendicular to wave direction are neglected (Yamashita et al., 2003). 
To remedy the drawback of the one-dimensional model, two-dimensional plate 
model resting on a three-dimensional fluid domain was developed. This model caters 
for any shape of VLFS as well as for any direction of incident wave. The floating 
structure can be modeled as a single solid plate based on the Kirchhoff plate theory and 
zero-draft assumption (Watanabe et al., 2004b). The Kirchhoff plate model could 
represent the actual VLFS rather well, since the VLFS has a relatively large length and 
width as compared to its depth. The deflections of the floating structure predicted by 
the Kirchhoff plate theory are proven to be of very high accuracy as reported by 
Kashiwagi (1998), Utsunomiya et al. (1998), Hermans (2000), Meylan (2001) and 
Watanabe et al. (2000). However, the stress resultants (such as the twisting moments 
and shear forces) are not accurately predicted and they do not satisfy the free-edge 
boundary conditions (Wang et al., 2001). The inaccuracy is due to the stress resultants 
being computed from second and third derivatives of the approximate deflections. In 
addition, the effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia are neglected in the 
classical thin plate theory. Also, these effects become significant in high frequencies of 
vibration and should be included when the floating structure is subjected to wavelength 
shorter than twenty times the thickness or when the thickness-length ratio of the 
floating structure is greater than 0.005 as reported by Mindlin (1951) and Petyt (1990). 
When designing a VLFS, it is necessary to obtain the accurate stress resultants of the 
structure under wave actions. All these reasons prompt the use of the Mindlin plate 
theory (thick plate theory) in modeling the floating structure. 
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1.2.3 Ways for reducing hydroelastic response of VLFS 
In the design of VLFS, it is important to satisfy the functional and operational 
requirements. Some applications require a stringent tolerance on the deformation of the 
floating structure. For example, in the Mega-float project (which tests the feasibility of 
VLFS for use as an airplane runway) in Tokyo Bay, the radius of curvature for the 
runway should be greater than 30,000 m and its slope in the longitudinal direction 
should be less than one degree (Suzuki, 2005). The safety and serviceability of a VLFS 
are directly related to its hydroelastic response and it is clear that a reduction of the 
hydroelastic response is desirable. 
Researchers have proposed various ways to reduce the deflection and stresses due 
to wave action. In a recent review paper by Wang et al. (2010), the mechanisms of 
various ways for mitigating hydroelastic response of VLFS are discussed. The 
conventional approach is by increasing the structural stiffness of the VLFS, as shown 
in the studies by Andrianov and Hermans (2003). However, this approach is costly as a 
larger structural stiffness translates to the need for more materials. Furthermore, such a 
method for improving the structural stiffness is not easily applied to an existing VLFS 
that needs to reduce its hydroelastic response. 
Another common solution involves the construction of breakwaters surrounding 
the floating structure (Nagata et al., 1998; Seto and Ochi, 1998). As shown in Fig. 1.9, 
the breakwater may be the bottom-founded type, the floating type or even a floating 
oscillating-water-column (OWC) breakwater system as proposed by Hong et al. (2006). 
It was found in these studies that surrounding a floating structure with breakwater 
system can significantly reduce the hydroelastic response (Utsunomiya et al., 2001). 
However, a resonance can occur in the hydroelastic response depending on the relation 
between the incident wavelength and the clearance between the breakwater and the 
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floating structure (Ohmatsu, 2000). In the study by Hong et al. (2006), the hydroelastic 
response of a longish VLFS protected by a floating OWC breakwater system is 
investigated. They found that the length of the horizontal plate in the floating OWC 
has a significant influence on the reduction of the hydroelastic response of the floating 
structure. Based on these findings, they suggested that a reverse T-shape floating 
breakwater may be an alternative for protecting a VLFS. They also suggested that the 
reduction effect may be significantly improved by connecting the floating breakwater 
system to the floating structure with a pin-connection which was further investigated 
by Hong and Hong (2007). Although in the study by Hong and Hong (2007), the 
reduction effect is found to be significant when the floating OWC breakwater system is 
connected to the floating structure, the wave drift forces on the floating structure also 
becomes significant. Therefore, it is important to consider these forces in the design of 









Khabakhpasheva and Korobkin (2002) proposed the use of a vertical elastic 
connector to join the floating structure to the seabed in order to reduce the hydroelastic 
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response of the floating structure, as shown in Fig. 1.10. An example of such a vertical 
elastic connector is a tension leg or a catenary mooring system which are commonly 
used in offshore structures for station keeping purposes. They analyzed a floating beam 
connected to the sea bottom with a spring and demonstrated that the spring rigidity can 
be selected in an optimal way for a given frequency of the incident wave, in order to 
reduce the deflections of the main part of the plate. Zhao et al. (2007) furthered the 
study of vertical elastic connector by using the Mindlin plate theory. In their study, 
only one vertical elastic connector under head sea wave was considered, and it is 
connected to the front end of the floating structure. Similarly, they found that there is 





Figure 1.10 Vertical elastic connector. 
 
 
Pinkster et al. (1997; 1998; 2001) described an interesting concept of air cushion 
to support the floating structure, as shown in Fig. 1.11. This concept is further studied 
by Lee and Newman (2000b) employing higher order panel method to cover more 
general VLFS applications. The idea of air cushion is to fill the compartments 
contained by the side and end walls with air having positive pressure relative to the 
atmosphere to provide static support. With such air chambers, the wave-induced 
moments and structural loads are expected to be reduced substantially when compared 
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to a conventional hull of the same dimensions. It was found that the exciting forces and 
moments are significantly reduced by the air cushion, especially in low-frequency 
incident wave. However, it should be noted that by introducing the air cushion, the 
floating structure may experience sloshing problem. Therefore, in their conclusion, 
they suggested to compartmentalize the air chamber in order to increase the static 
stability as well as to reduce the sloshing problems. Studies regarding the effect of 
having different numbers  of air-cushion units (see Figs. 1.11c and 1.11d) for reducing 
the motions of VLFS were also carried out by Van Kessel (2008) and Ikoma et al. 
(2008; 2009). They found that compartmentalized air cushions are effective in 
reducing not only the response but also the bending moment in the whole structure. In 
a recent paper, Ikoma et al. (2012) investigated the effect of response reduction due to 
the presence of different size of air cushions in head sea conditions. They found that 




Figure 1.11 Air cushions supported VLFS proposed by (a) Pinkster et al. (1997), (b) 




 Another approach involves attaching submerged anti-motion devices  to the front 
end of the floating structure as proposed by Ohta et al. (1999; 2002), Utsunomiya et al. 
(2000), Takagi et al. (2000), Takaki and Nishikawa (2001), Watanabe et al. (2003) and 
Pham et al. (2008). The anti-motion devices aim to reflect the incident wave and thus 
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only a portion of the wave propagates beneath the floating structure. Different 
configurations of the anti-motion devices have been created (see Fig. 1.11). For 
example, Takagi et al. (2000) suggested a box-shaped body rigidly attached to the edge 
of the VLFS as an anti-motion device. According to their theoretical and experimental 
investigations, they found that this device effectively reduces the hydroelastic response 
of the floating structure. However, they found that under strong wave actions, the 
device needs to be relatively large in order to be effective. Ohta et al. (1999; 2002) 
proposed a reverse T-shape, an L-shape, a reverse L-shape, and a beach-type plated 
structure as anti-motion devices. Their results show that the hydroelastic response of 
the floating structure is effectively reduced not only at the edges, but also in the inner 
parts. They concluded that L-shape plate anti-motion device is more effective against 
long waves whereas the beach-type and reverse L-shape anti-motion devices are more 
effective against short waves. Utsunomiya et al. (2000) further investigated the 
experimental study by Ohta et al. (1999) by using numerical analysis. Since a simple 
model is used in their study, they found that the model is inadequate to model the 
floating structure with deep draft anti-motion device. To address this limitation, a more 
precise model considering the configuration of the submerged horizontal plate was 
investigated by Watanabe et al. (2003). Takaki and Nishikawa (2001) found that the 
submerged plate the inclines at 4 deg from the horizontal axis is most effective in 
reducing drift forces and steady tilt moment induced on the VLFS. The hydroelastic 
response of a circular VLFS could also be reduced by attaching a submerged annular 
plate to the perimeter of the VLFS (Pham et al., 2008). However, box-shaped devices, 
submerged plates and OWC breakwaters have a relatively large draft requirement and 





Figure 1.12 Submerged anti-motion devices (a) submerged vertical plate (Ohta et al., 
1999), (b) submerged horizontal plate (Ohta et al., 1999; Utsunomiya et al., 2000), (c) 
box-shaped devices (Takagi et al., 2000), (d) submerged inclined plate (Takaki and 
Nishikawa, 2001), (e) vertical plate with slits (Masanobu et al., 2003), and (f) inverted-
L shaped structure (Masanobu et al., 2003). 
 
VLFSs are usually assembled by connecting multiple standardized small modules 
with connectors from the viewpoints of easy construction, transportation and 
deployment (Suzuki, 2005; Ohmatsu, 2005). Therefore, the hydroelastic response of 
the entire structure will be affected by the kind of connectors used. All functions and 
demands of various connections for floating structures can be found in the general 
survey by Koekoek (2010). In many research studies on VLFS, these connectors are 
commonly assumed to be rigid or pin connectors to simplify the analysis. Maeda et al. 
(1979) studied the one-dimensional behavior of floating structures consisting of rigid 
modules with rigid or pin connectors under regular waves by a strip method. Paulling 
and Tyagi (1993) studied the behavior of floating structures made up of a number of 
modules, each of which is treated as a rigid body having six degrees of motion 
freedom. The modules are connected to one another by mechanical joints having 
elastic and damping characteristics. Riggs and Ertekin (1993) developed a three-
dimensional hydroelastic analysis of module linked floating structures under regular 
waves with arbitrary angle by using FEM for structures and a strip method for the fluid. 
Takaki and Tango (1994) investigated the wave drifting forces acting on a module 
linked floating structure which is joined by rigid or pin connectors by a three-
dimensional panel method. Hamamoto and Fujita (1995; 1996) developed a three-
dimensional BE-FE hybrid analysis for module linked VLFSs. The floating structure is 
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discretized by 8-node brick and 4-node quadrilateral finite elements, while the 
structure-water interface is discretized by constant linear boundary element. 
Hamamoto (1998) continued in this line of investigation by developing the hybrid BE-
FE method with 8-node isoparametric elements and the Mindlin plate theory was used 
to allow for the effect of transverse shear deformation. Lee and Newman (2000a) 
assessed the effects of waves on very large hinged vessels consisting of several 
modules, connected by simple hinges. A range of structural stiffness parameters is 
considered in their study, permitting a quantitative assessment of the importance of the 
hydroelasticity. 
Xia et al. (2000) initiated the study of semi-rigid connections for modules by 
considering an articulated two-dimensional model. The welding joints of the adjacent 
VLFS modules is modeled as vertical and rotational springs with a variation of 
stiffness from zero (completely disconnected) to infinity (completely welding). They 
found that the hydroelastic properties are strongly dependent on the stiffness of the 
connectors and the incoming wave frequency. The hydroelastic response of 
interconnected floating structures with semi-rigid joints has also been investigated by 
Syed and Mani (2004), Yu et al. (2004), Karmakar and Sahoo (2005), Fu et al. (2007), 
Kim et al. (2007), and Karmakar et al. (2009). However, these aforementioned studies 
were concerned more on the hydroelastic behavior of the interconnected floating 
structure than reducing the response. 
Inspired by the multi-module connections, an interesting idea proposed for 
reducing the hydroelastic response is to use a sacrificial auxiliary attachment to the 
main floating structure. Furukawa et al. (1999), Khabakhpasheva and Korobkin (2002), 
and Kim et al. (2005) are proponents of an auxiliary floating structure that is connected 
to the main floating structure by a hinge joint or a semi-rigid joint. 
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In the study by Khabakhpasheva and Korobkin (2002), the hydroelastic response 
reduction of a floating beam using an auxiliary beam is investigated. The effects of 
auxiliary beam placement (in the front end and at the rear side of the main floating 
beam), length, flexural rigidity, and the connection rotational stiffness characteristics 
on the hydroelastic response of the main floating beam are studied. The study revealed 
that an auxiliary plate leads to a reduction in the hydroelastic response of the main 
floating beam when attached in front of the main beam whereas an increase in the 
hydroelastic response of the main beam when placed at the rear end. They also claimed 
that the reduction is stronger if the auxiliary beam is simply connected, i.e. no 
rotational stiffness in the connection. Furthermore, based on two lengths cases, they 
suggested that a rigid auxiliary beam of longer length gives more reduction to the main 
floating beam response than a shorter one. 
Kim et al. (2005) investigated the influences of the stiffness distribution and the 
shape of the pin-connected auxiliary structure on the hydroelastic response of the 
floating structure. They found that the auxiliary floating structure placed at the front 
end of the floating structure can reduce the hydroelastic response, with significant 
reduction observed in short waves cases. The most effective reduction was observed 
when there are two pin-connected auxiliary floating structures and when the auxiliary 
floating structures has a round shape facing the incoming wave. They also suggested 
that the increase in the flexural rigidity of the auxiliary floating structure can lead to 
better reduction in the hydroelastic response. However, in the studies by 
Khabakhpasheva and Korobkin (2002) and Kim et al. (2005), only a few cases were 
investigated, and hence they could not observe whether there is an optimum solution 
for the auxiliary floating structural length and connection stiffness for minimum 
hydroelastic response of the main floating structure. Moreover, only head sea wave 
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was considered in their studies and hence the effects of incident wave angle which is 
important in open sea was not covered. 
Based on this innovative auxiliary attachment concept, Riyansyah et al. (2010) 
investigated systematically the joint design in reducing the hydroelastic response of a 
VLFS modeled by interconnected beams. Their results show that semi-rigid joints can 
significantly reduce the hydroelastic response of their VLFS. The optimum location for 
the joint which depends on the incident wavelength, and the optimum rotational 
stiffness for the joint which is less influenced by its location of the connection or the 
incident wavelength are solved. However, these findings may not be applied to the 
interconnected plate structure due to additional bending and twisting motion of plate. 
Fu et al. (2007) studied the interconnected floating structure by a line connection fixed 
at the center along the length. They found that the hydroelastic response of the 
structure is significantly affected by the rotational stiffness of the connectors. However, 
they did not investigate the location of the connector which is also found to have 
significant influence on the hydroelastic response as shown by Riyansyah et al. (2010). 
Nevertheless, these two studies also did not investigate the incident wave angle effect. 
So far, most studies dealt with VLFS of rectangular shape (Watanabe et al., 
2004a). Only a few studies have been done on irregular or arbitrary shapes. For 
instance, Okada (1998) studied VLFS with notched edge and found that the response 
of VLFS can be effectively reduced when wavelength-to-notch-length (/LN) is around 
1.5. Hamamoto and Fujita (2002) investigated the hydroelastic behavior of VLFS with 
L, T, C and X-shapes (see Fig. 1.13a). Andrianov and Hermans (2006) studied the 
hydroelastic response of ring-shaped floating plate (see Fig. 1.13b). Xu and Lu (2011) 
studied elliptical shaped VLFS (see Fig. 1.13c). Nowadays, more and more VLFSs 
with irregular shapes appear in many parts of the world due to their attractive 
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appearance, e.g. the floating man-made islands on the Han River in Seoul, and the 
floating golf center in Maldives (See Fig. 1.8). Moreover, there are more concepts or 
proposals of VLFS with arbitrary shapes, e.g. the Lilypad Floating Ecopolis proposed 
by the Belgium architect Vincent Callebaut (see Fig. 1.6) and the floating crab-shape 
restaurant proposed by Wang et al. (2010). Therefore, it is necessary to carry out more 
hydroelastic analyses of VLFS with arbitrary shapes to cater to the large demands for 
them. Researchers have found that the structural shape affects the hydroelastic 
behavior of VLFS. Takagi and Nagayasu (2001) have investigated the effect of 
changing the front geometry of the VLFS with rectangular shape on the response of the 
VLFS. They discovered that a slight difference of its shape can greatly affect the 
hydroelastic behavior because refraction angle is changed according to the shape of 
edge. In the research work by Kim et al. (2005), it was found that auxiliary floating 
structures that have a round shape facing the incoming wave can reduce the 
hydroelastic response. Tay et al. (2012) have also found that by altering the plan shape 
of a VLFS, the hydroelastic response can be reduced. Therefore, it is possible to 















Figure 1.13 Various VLFS shapes studied by (a) Hamamoto and Fujita (2002), (b) 
Andrianov and Hermans (2006), (c) Xu and Lu (2011), and (d) Okada (1998). 
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1.2.4 Hydroelastic analysis of VLFS under stochastic waves 
In the open literature, the response of very large floating structure is usually obtained 
for distinct wave frequencies and wave angles. In order to obtain a robust VLFS design 
against wave-induced deformations and stresses, it is necessary to account for the 
stochastic nature of wind waves. However, there are limited published papers on 
predicting the stochastic response of VLFS. Hamamoto (1995) derived analytical 
expressions for the response of large circular floating structures subject to a spectrum 
of wave frequencies. Chen et al. (2003; 2004; 2006; and 2010) studied the influence of 
second-order effects of the structural geometry and wave forces on the response of 
VLFS under two irregular wave systems coming from different directions. 
Random sea waves can be analyzed by assuming that they consist of an infinite 
numbers of waves with different frequencies and directions. The distribution of the 
energy of these wavelets expressed as a function of both frequency and direction is 
called the directional wave spectrum (Goda, 2010). Based on this directional wave 
spectrum, the interaction problem of random waves and the floating structures has 
been studied. For example, the hydrodynamic behaviour of long floating structures in 
directional seas has been studied by Isaacson and Nwogu (1987) based on Green’s 
theorem, and by Sannasiraj et al. (1995) based on the finite element method. However, 
these early studies considered only rigid structures. The interaction between stochastic 
waves and very large floating structures might be different due to the flexibility of the 
structure. Thus, it is necessary to investigate the hydroelastic behaviour of very large 




1.3 Objectives of research study 
It is clear that the hydroelastic response of a floating structure can be improved to 
enhance the safety, serviceability, and efficiency of the VLFS. In the foregoing 
literature reviews, the modeling technique, ways for reducing response and stochastic 
hydroelastic analysis of VLFS are discussed. However, there are some limitations 
among these topics: 
 Various approaches have been proposed for mitigating the hydroelastic 
response of VLFS. These approaches have shown a significant influence in 
the hydroelastic response of VLFS, but they have some limitations, such as 
high cost (the increase in structural stiffness), disrupting the wave flow 
(surrounding breakwater), introducing sloshing problems (air-cushion), and 
inducing large drift forces (anti-motion devices). 
 The idea of attaching auxiliary floating structure to the main structure has 
been proven by some researchers to be effective in reducing hydroelastic 
response. However, only a few cases are studied in these researches that use 
simple beam model and/or only consider head sea wave condition. More 
extensive parametric study is necessary to find out the appropriate properties 
of the attachment as well as the connection. 
 VLFSs are usually assembled by connecting several standardized small size 
modules. In practice, rigid connections are commonly used to connect these 
modules. Recent research works have shown that using semi-rigid 
connections can reduce the hydroelastic response of a floating beam. 
 Most work so far dealt with VLFS of rectangular shapes. For more natural 
and aesthetically pleasing VLFS, it may take an irregular shape of a natural 
island. More analyses should be made on non-rectangular VLFS. Moreover, 
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the effect of different edge shapes on the hydroelastic behavior of VLFS has 
not been well studied. 
 Hydroelastic analysis of very large floating structures is mostly performed on 
distinct regular wave frequencies and wave angles, without considering the 
stochastic nature of wind wave which might affect the hydroelastic behavior 
of VLFS. There is limited published work on predicting stochastic response of 
VLFS. 
Therefore, the main objective of this study is to investigate novel methods to 
mitigate the hydroelastic response of VLFSs so as to improve its serviceability 
performance. In view of this objective, we consider VLFSs with flexible connectors, 
gill cells, and arbitrary shapes. More specifically, the study will 
 extend the idea of auxiliary attachment and semi-rigid connections to 
investigate the hydroelastic behavior of VLFS with flexible connectors system 
subject to oblique wave actions, and optimize such flexible connectors system 
in reducing the hydroelastic response of VLFS; 
 combine the use of flexible connector and gill cells to form a novel hybrid 
system to further reduce the hydroelastic response of VLFS; 
 extend the current hydroelastic analysis code to cater for VLFS with irregular 
shapes and investigate the effect of edge shapes on the hydroelastic behavior 
of VLFS. 
Another objective of this study is to advance the stochastic hydroelastic analysis where 
we develop a framework for stochastic hydroelastic analysis of VLFS by considering a 
directional wave spectrum. 
The results of the present study will help marine and offshore engineer to better 
understand the hydroelastic behavior of multi-module connected VLFS and provide 
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valuable guidance to practical design of VLFS in the future. It can also provide new 
ways for reducing the hydroelastic response of VLFS which are applicable to not only 
the pre-constructed VLFS but also the existing ones. The developed framework for 
stochastic hydroelastic analysis of VLFS can be applied to predict the hydroelastic 
response of VLFS subjected to multidirectional irregular waves defined through a 
directional wave spectrum. 
1.4 Layout of thesis 
In the first chapter, we introduce the concept and applications of very large floating 
structures and then review the literature on the hydroelastic analysis of VLFS, 
modeling of VLFS, ways for reducing hydroelastic response of VLFS and hydroelastic 
analysis of VLFS under stochastic waves. Finally, the objectives of the thesis are 
presented. 
This thesis has another six chapters. They are organized in such an order for easy 
understanding of the hydroelastic behavior of very large floating structure with flexible 
connector system, hybrid system, arbitrary shapes and hydroelastic analysis in 
stochastic waves. 
Chapter 2 describes the general theory for hydroelastic analysis of VLFS in the 
frequency domain. Firstly, the mathematical formulations for the equations of motion 
of the floating plate and the water are presented, followed by the implementation of 
finite element method for solving the floating plate motion and boundary element 
method for solving the fluid motion. Both the constant panel method and an extended 
higher order boundary element method are adopted in the boundary element method 
implementation. Two different decoupling/solution approaches for solving the water–
plate interaction are presented, namely the modal expansion method and the direct 
method. Finally, a deflection parameter is defined for assessment of the hydroelastic 
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performance of the VLFS and the equations for obtaining the stress resultants of the 
floating plate are given. 
Chapter 3 introduces the idea of using a flexible connector system to reduce the 
hydroelastic response of the VLFS. A numerical model is developed by incorporating 
the flexible connector system into the water–plate model. The numerical model is first 
verified by comparing present results of hydroelastic response and bending moment 
results to pertaining literature results. Then the model is adopted to study the effect of 
such a system in reducing the hydroelastic response and stress resultants of the floating 
plate. The effects of connector stiffness and location, wave angle, water depth, and 
aspect ratio of the plate are investigated. The effect of using multiple flexible line 
connectors to reduce the hydroelastic response of the VLFS in head sea is also studied. 
Chapter 4 proposes a novel hybrid system that comprises the use of flexible 
connector and gill cells in order to achieve a greater reduction in the hydroelastic 
response of the VLFS. Gill cells are compartments in VLFS that allow free passage of 
water. A constrained genetic algorithm is developed for optimization of layouts of gill 
cells to achieve maximum reduction effect in the hydroelastic response. 
Chapter 5 uses the extended higher order boundary element method to study the 
hydroelastic behavior of VLFS with arbitrary shapes and also study the effect of 
changing the edge shapes of the floating plate on the hydroelastic response. 
Chapter 6 develops a framework for stochastic hydroelastic analysis of VLFS by 
considering directional wave spectrum, based on the linear random vibration theory. 
The final Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of the present studies and 
recommendations for the future research work relating to the present problem. 
 
 




Chapter 2  
Hydroelastic analysis in frequency 
domain 
 
This chapter first presents the assumptions, governing equations, boundary conditions 
and numerical model used for solving the hydroelastic analysis of a pontoon-type 
VLFS in frequency domain. Then, the method of solution is presented for solving the 
fluid–structure interaction problem that coupled the fluid motion in terms of the 
velocity potential and the plate motion in terms of vertical displacement of the plate. 
Both the modal expansion method and direct method are presented. The boundary 
element method is used to solve the Laplace equation together with the fluid boundary 
conditions for the velocity potential, whereas the finite element method is adopted for 
solving the deflection of the floating plate. 
 
2.1 Water–plate model 
Consider a fluid–structure system comprising of a floating plate, as shown in Fig. 2.1. 
The VLFS covers, partially or entirely, an area of LB, has a thickness h, and is 
assumed to be of zero draft for simplicity. The VLFS is modeled as an isotropic and 
elastic floating plate and assumed to be perfectly flat with free edges. Water is 
assumed to be an ideal fluid (inviscid and incompressible) and its flow is irrotational. 
The water domain is denoted by Ω. The symbols SHB, SF and SSB represent the plate 
domain, the free water surface and the seabed, respectively. The free and undisturbed 
water surface is at 0z  while the seabed is found at Hz  . An incident wave I  
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with a circular frequency ω, wavelength , and wave height 2A  enters the 
computational domain at a wave angle  . The deflection w  of the plate is measured 




Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of coupled water–plate problem: (a) plan view and (b) 
elevation view. 
 
2.2 Mathematical formulation 
In the hydroelastic analysis of a pontoon-type VLFS, the following assumptions are 
usually made (Watanabe et al., 2004): 
 The fluid is ideal, incompressible, inviscid, and its flow is irrotational so that 
a velocity potential exists; 
 The VLFS is modeled as an elastic thick plate with free edges; 
 The amplitude of the incident wave and the motions of the VLFS are both 
small; 
 There is no gap between the VLFS and the free surface of the fluid. 
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The analysis may be carried out in the frequency domain or in the time domain. 
More often, the hydroelastic analysis is carried out in the frequency domain because of 
its computational efficiency and ability to capture the response parameters in a steady 
state condition. However, for transient responses and for nonlinear equations of motion 
due to the effects of a mooring system or nonlinear wave, it is necessary to perform the 
analysis in the time domain. 
Based on these assumptions, the mathematical modeling of the plate motion and 
the water motion are presented in the subsequent sections. 
2.2.1 Equations of motion for the floating plate 
The VLFS is modeled as an isotropic and elastic plate based on the Mindlin plate 
theory (Mindlin, 1951). For simplicity, the zero draft assumption is made. The motion 
of the Mindlin plate is represented by the vertical displacement  , ;W x y t , the rotation 
 , ;x x y t  about the x-axis and the rotation  , ;y x y t  about the y-axis (the 
definitions of deflection and rotations for the Mindlin plate are shown in Fig. A1 in 
Appendix A). 
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where p  the mass density of the plate, h  the thickness of the plate,    12/EG  
is the shear modulus, 3 2/ 12(1 )D Eh      the flexural rigidity, E  the Young’s 
modulus,   the Poisson ratio, and 2  the shear correction factor taken as 5/6. Note 
that as the thickness h becomes small, the terms /x W y    and /y W x    
and the governing equations of motion reduce to that of the classical thin plate theory 
when the rotary inertia terms are neglected as well. The wave pressure  , ;wp x y t  in 




( , ; )w w w
z
p x y t gW t  
      on SHB   (2.2) 
 
where w  is the mass density of water, g  the gravitational acceleration, and 
 , , ;x y z t  the velocity potential of water. The boundary conditions at the free edges 
of the floating plate are (Liew et al., 1998) 
 
Bending moment 0s nnnM D n s
          (2.3a) 
Twisting moment 1 02
s n
nsM D s n
                 (2.3b) 
Transverse shear force 2 0n s
WQ Gh n
        (2.3c) 
 
where s  and n  denote the tangential and normal directions to the edges of the plate. 
Note that the stress resultants are expressed as only first derivatives of the rotation and 
deflection in the Mindlin plate theory. Equation (2.3) applies to straight edges only. 
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2.2.2 Reduction to a single frequency problem 
By assuming an incident wave I  (with a circular frequency ω) that enters the 
computational domain, the water motion and plate deflection will vibrate in a steady 
state harmonic motion in the same frequency  . Therefore, the fluid–structure 
interaction problem can be considered at a single frequency which allows us to 
represent the time-dependence by  exp i t , where i  is the imaginary number 
( 1i   ) and   the angular frequency. Thus the displacement, the rotations and the 
potentials can be presented as the real parts of complex functions as 
 
    , ; Re , i tW x y t w x y e       (2.4a) 
    , ; Re , i tx xx y t x y e         (2.4b) 
    , ; Re , i ty yx y t x y e         (2.4c) 
 
where  Re  denotes the real part of a complex function, and the fluid potential of the 
water can be written as 
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Therefore, Eq. (2.2) becomes 
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2.2.3 Equations of motion for water 
Water is assumed to be an ideal fluid (inviscid and incompressible) and has an 
irrotational flow so that a velocity potential exists. Thus the single frequency velocity 
potential of water must satisfy the Laplace’s equation (Stoker, 1957; Wehausen and 
Laitone, 1960) 
 
 2 ( , , ) 0x y z    in Ω  (2.7) 
 
and the boundary conditions (Sarpkaya and Isaacson, 1981) 
 
  ( , ,0) ,x y i w x yz      on SHB   (2.8) 
 
2
( , ,0) ( , ,0)x y x yz g
      on SF   (2.9) 
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 ( , , ) 0x y Hz
     on SSB    (2.10) 
 
Equation (2.8) implies that no gap exists between the plate and the water-free 
surface whereas Eq. (2.9) is derived from linearized Bernoulli equation where the 
pressure is taken as zero at the water surface. Eq. (2.10) is the boundary condition at 
the seabed which expresses impermeability, i.e. no fluid enters or leaves the seabed 
and hence the velocity component normal to the seabed is zero. 
The wave velocity potential must also satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition 
as x  (Wehausen and Laitone, 1960; Faltinsen, 1990) 
 
  2lim 0Ii         x x x   on S   (2.11) 
 
where  ,x yx  and S  represents the artificial fluid boundary at infinity. The 
incident potential of wave I  is the solution of boundary value problem posed by Eqs. 
(2.7)–(2.10) and is given by 
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where A is the wave amplitude and   the incident wave angle. The wave number k is 
related to the wavelength   by 
 
 2k




and to the frequency   by the dispersion equation 
 
  2 tanhk kHg    (2.14) 
 
The linear wave potential  , ,x y z  is solved using the boundary element method 
as shown in Section 2.4, whereas the displacement of the floating plate is solved by 
adopting finite element method as shown in Section 2.3. 
2.3 Finite element method for solving floating plate motion 
In this section, Finite Element Method (FEM) is adopted to solve the motion of the 
floating plate (see Petyt (1990) for details). The governing equations of the floating 
pate motion (Eq. (2.1a)–(2.1c)) is transformed into its variational form (refer to 
Appendix A for detail) using the Hamiltonian principle (Liew et al., 1998). Since we 
have assumed that the problem is solved for a single frequency, the variational 
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Following the FEM procedure, the floating plate is divided into p elements with 
each element denoted by e  where 1 e p  . The element used is the 8-node Mindlin 
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plate element. Each element consists of eight nodes and each node has three degrees of 
freedom. The three degrees of freedom are the displacement ( w ) and two rotations 
( x  and y ). Figure 2.2 shows a schematic diagram for an 8-node Mindlin plate 
element. Based on the isoparametric concept, the physical element is transformed to 
the master element or standard element with the transformation of the physical 
coordinate system (  ,x yx ) to natural coordinate system (  ,r sr ). Assuming that 
ex , the displacement field vector  w x  at e  is represented as a product of FEM 
shape functions (basis functions) and nodal displacements. 
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where    N r  is the matrix of FEM shape functions corresponds to 8-node 
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  (2.17) 
 
where the shape function for each node is given by (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1989) 
 
      1, 1 1 14j j j i jN r s r r s s s s r r      for nodes j = 1 to j = 4  (2.18a) 
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     21, 1 12j jN r s r s s    for nodes j = 6 and j = 7  (2.18b) 
     21, 1 12j jN r s r r s    for nodes j = 5 and j = 8  (2.18c) 
 
The nodal displacement vector   ew  at e  is given by 
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Figure 2.2 8-node isoparametric Mindlin plate element: (a) physical element and (b) 
master element. 
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Similarly, we can also approximate the velocity potentials   and I  using the 
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 r   (2.21b) 
 
By minimizing Eq. (2.15) with respect to the nodal displacements dw ,  x d , and 
 y d  for each element d  and taking x  to correspond to the nodes of the plate, we 
arrive at (Wang and Wang, 2008) 
 
           2f s w wK K K M i K         w   (2.22) 
 
where fK   ,  sK ,  wK , and  M  are the global flexural stiffness matrix, global 
shear stiffness matrix, global hydrostatic stiffness matrix, and global mass matrix.  w  
is the global displacement vector of the plate. The global vector    for the velocity 
potential of water represents the force exerted upon the plate by water. Equation (2.22) 
is referred to as the discretized version of the plate equation. All matrices are of 
dimension 3 3q q  (where q  is the total number of nodes) and each is composed of 
24 24  elemental matrices. Following the standard FEM procedure, the elemental 
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where fD    is the material constant matrix, given by Eq. (A4c). Note that f eK    is 
derived from the product involving plate section curvature    in Eq. (A13) while 
 eM  comes from the kinetic energy functional T  and  w eK  is from the work done 
W . However, the elemental shear stiffness matrix  s eK  will not be derived directly 
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from the product of shear strain    in Eq. (A13). The matrix  s eK  must be computed 
differently due to the shear locking phenomenon encountered when computing the 
transverse shear strains of a Mindlin plate. To resolve this problem, we follow the 
method by Bathe and Dvorkin (1985), and Hinton and Huang (1986) to employ the 
assumed strain field for the shear strain. The detail formulation is presented in 
Appendix A. The resulting stiffness matrix due to shear  s eK  is given by 
 
    ( ) ( )
e
Te e
s sa s sa ee A
K B D B dA          (2.25) 
 
where ( )esaB    is the elemental shear-strain–displacement matrix due to assumed shear 
strain field, given by Eq. A27 in Appendix A.  sD  is the material constant matrix, 
given by Eq. (A4c). 
2.4 Boundary element method for solving fluid motion 
In order to determine the fluid motion, the boundary element method is adopted to 
transform the Laplace equation (2.7) together with the boundary conditions (given by 
Eqs. (2.8)–(2.11)) into a boundary integral equation (BIE). This transformation reduces 
the modeling dimensionality from a three-dimensional fluid volume domain to two-
dimensional fluid surface boundaries; thereby requiring only the boundaries of the 
solution domain (computational fluid domain) to be discretized. In carrying out the 
transformation, the three-dimensional fundamental solution (Becker, 1992) and the 
three-dimensional free surface Green function given by Linton (1999) are used. 
The three-dimensional fundamental solution of Laplace’s equation based on a 









     
x ξ
x ξ   (2.26) 
 
where the constant cs is associated with the strength of the potential at the point x . In 
the following analysis it is convenient to set the source strength 1sc  .  , ,x y zx  is 
the field point,  , ,  ξ  the source point,  ,R x ξ  the distance between source 
point and field point, given by 
 
        2 2 2,R x y z       x ξ   (2.27) 
 
The three-dimensional free surface Green function satisfies the sea bed boundary 
condition, water free surface boundary condition and Sommerfeld boundary condition 
at infinity. Therefore, the remaining unknown variables for the fluid part are only 
associated with the wetted bottom surface of the floating structure. The boundary 
element method thus significantly reduces the computational time needed for the 
hydroelastic analysis. The eigenfunction expansion form of the three-dimensional free 
surface Green function for water with finite depth is given by (Linton, 1999) 
 






















    
, see Mei (1983), and mk  (m = 1, 2, 3…,) the positive 
root numbers satisfying 
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   2tanm mk k H g
    (2.29) 
 
while 0k ik  , where k  is the wave number satisfying the dispersion equation (2.14). 
0K  is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. 
The application of the Green’s second identity (Newman, 1994) to the Laplace 
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          (2.30) 
 
The resulted equation is referred to as the Boundary Integral Equation. For 
details on the transformation of the Laplace equation into boundary integral equation, 
please refer to Appendix B. In view of the free surface Green function (Eq. (2.28)), the 
unknown parameters to be determined for the fluid part is minimized to be only those 
associated with the wetted surface (SHB) of the floating body. In the following Sections 
2.4.1 and 2.4.2, two methods are adopted to solve the boundary integral equation, 
namely, the constant panel method and the higher order boundary element method. 
2.4.1 Constant panel method 
In order to solve Eq. (2.30), one can separate the total potential   into radiated 
potential R  and diffracted potential D , based on the linear wave theory. By 
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By separating the radiated potential R  and the diffracted potential D  (Note that 
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The diffracted potential D  can be expressed as the sum of the incident I  and the 
scattered velocity potential S , i.e. D I S    . At the fluid–structure interface, the 
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   (2.34) 
 
By absorbing the source strength 2  into the Green function G, the final 
boundary integral equation can be obtained as 



















       
   (2.35) 
 
The boundary integral equation (2.35) can be solved for radiation potential R  
and diffracted potential D  by using the constant panel method (CPM) (Sarpkaya and 
Isaacson, 1981; Brebbia et al., 1984). Once the fluid potential is solved, it is 
substituted back to Eq. (2.5) to obtain the wave force acting on the floating body. 
The major work in solving Eq. (2.35) is the evaluation of the integral involving 
the Green function and its derivative. Because the three-dimensional free surface 
Green function satisfies the water free surface boundary condition, its derivative at the 
water free surface can be easily calculated as (Meylan and Squire, 1996) 
 




x ξ   (2.36) 
 
In constant panel method, the same discretization of the boundary surface SHB is 
used as in FEM. However, within each element (or panel), the fluid potential is 
assumed to be constant. The evaluations of the integrals are then carried out by point 
collocation at the centroid of each element. Thus, the two integrals involving the Green 
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where the subscript j indicates that the associated physical quantities are evaluated at 
the centroid of the j-th boundary element j . p is the total number of the boundary 
elements. The key evaluation of Eq. (2.37) is the integration of the Green function. By 
taking jx  over each element, the integration of the Green function can be obtained in 
matrix form as 
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  (2.38) 
 
Note that the Green function depends on only the distance between each centroid of 
the element, the computation of the Green matrix can be parallelized for fast solution.  
After obtaining the Green matrix, it can be substituted back to Eq. (2.35) for 
solving the fluid potential. However, the boundary condition (Eq. (2.33b)) at the fluid 
side of the fluid–structure interface is unknown because the fluid motion is coupled 
with the plate deflection  yxw ,  which is not specified. Therefore, decoupling 
techniques must be adopted to solve the problem. In Section 2.5.1, the modal 
expansion method will be adopted to decouple this problem and solve for the fluid 
potential. 
2.4.2 Higher order boundary element method 
Equation (2.30) can also be directly discretized by using the higher order boundary 
element method (HOBEM) without separating the velocity potential. Wang and 
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Meylan (2004) have formulated a higher order boundary element method for solving 
Eq. (2.30) based on the Kirchhoff (classical thin) plate theory and later they improved 
the method by adopting the Mindlin plate theory (Wang and Wang, 2008) for more 
accurate stress resultants. However, the formulation is only suitable for 4-node 
rectangular elements. In order to capture accurately the deformation of VLFS with 
arbitrary shapes, the formulation should be extended to arbitrary quadrilateral elements. 
Here, we improve the formulation by adopting 8-node quadrilateral elements and 
applying the isoparametric formulation. Thus, the improved method can be used for 
hydroelastic analysis of VLFS with arbitrary shapes. In Chapter 5, the extended higher 
order boundary element method will be adopted to study the hydroelastic behavior of 
VLFS with arbitrary shapes. 
By substituting the boundary conditions Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.30) and making use 
of the free-surface Green function, one obtains (Wang and Meylan, 2004) 
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        x x x ξ ξ ξ ξ   (2.39) 
 
Equation (2.39) is referred to as the water equation. It can be solved using the 
representation of the displacement and potential in the finite element basis functions. 
In contrast to the CPM, the fluid potential within each element (or panel) of HOBEM 
is not constant. In the HOBEM, the fluid potential is expressed as a function by using 
the nodal potentials. Substitute Eq. (2.21a) and (2.21b) into Eq. (2.39), one obtains 
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Following Wang and Meylan (2004), we apply an inner product with dN  to both 
sides of Eq. (2.40a) resulting 
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where the inner product is defined to be the integral over d , i.e. 
 
 , ,  
d d
T
d d d d dN N N N d   x x   (2.42a) 
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Analogous to the definitions of the mass and stiffness matrix, the Green matrix  deG  
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The numerical solution of the Green matrix has been presented by Wang and Meylan 
(2004). However, in their formulation, only rectangular elements are treated. In order 
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to accurately capture the hydroelastic response of VLFSs with irregular shape, the 
formulation is extended here by applying the isoparametric transformation. The 
calculation of  deG will be separated into two cases depending on whether d = e or not. 
This is because the free-surface Green function (2.28) is singular at 0 x ξ . Since x  
lies in element d  and ξ  lies in element e  the singularity only occurs when d = e. 
We also notice from Eq. (2.43c) that the Green function occurs only in the integral 
de eG N  and therefore we only need to separate the solution de eG N  into the singular and 
the non-singular cases. 
By evaluating the integral de eG N  using a numerical integration method (i.e. Gauss 
quadrature), one obtains 
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where jξ  and j  are sets of m integration points and their corresponding weights over 
element e . Note that jξ  needs to be determined from the corresponding Gauss points 
 ,j jr sr  by isoparametric coordinate transformation using the basis function (2.18). 
Note that both the field element  ,d x y  and the source element  ,e    are 
transformed into a parametric element r  with natural coordinates  ,r s  for 
integration). 
 The integral in Eq. (2.43) is calculated in a similar way, with the possibility of 
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where jx  and ju  are sets of n integration points and their corresponding weights over 
element d .  xJ  and J  are the determinant of Jacobian matrix  xJ  and J   . 
 xJ  is the Jacobian matrix corresponding to coordinate transformation of a field 
element  ,d x y  to a parametric element  ,r r s , and J    the Jacobian matrix 
corresponding to coordinate transformation of a source element  ,e    to a 
parametric  ,r r s  given, respectively, by 
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By combining Eqs. (2.44) and (2.45) the numerical solution of the Green matrix  deG  
is given by 
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where  nmG  is an n m  rectangular matrix of the form 
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The matrix  nN  is an 24 n  matrix of the form 
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and the matrix  mN  is an 24m  matrix of the form 
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In the case of d = e, we have to solve Eq. (2.47) using distinct sets of integration 
points  jx  and  jξ  and, hence, distinct  ju  and  j . This is done to avoid the 
singularity that occurs whenever jx  coincides with jξ . 
In view of the Green matrix, Eq. (2.41) can be re-written as 
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which is the discretized version of the water equation (2.39) for a single element. After 
assembling over all the elements, the discretized version of water equation for the 
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      w   (2.52) 
 
Note that in Eq. (2.52) the fluid potential   is coupled with the plate displacement w . 
In the following Section 2.5.2, the direct solution method will be adopted for solving 
the water–plate interaction. Once the displacement of the floating plate is solved, it can 
be substituted back into equation (2.52) for solving the velocity potential of the water. 
2.5 Method of decoupling and solutions 
The plate equation (2.22) indicates that the response of the plate  yxw ,  is coupled 
with the fluid motions or velocity potential  , ,x y z . On the other hand, the fluid 
motion can only be obtained when the plate deflection  yxw ,  is specified in the 
boundary condition at the fluid side of the fluid–structure interface, as given in the 
water equation (2.30). In order to solve the coupled water–plate equation, there are two 
methods that are commonly adopted. In the following subsection 2.5.1, we will adopt 
modal expansion method to decouple the water–plate interaction problem and then 
solve the decoupled equation for the velocity potential using constant panel method. 
Once the velocity potential is obtained, it can be substituted back to the plate equation 
for solving the displacement of the floating plate. Alternatively, in subsection 2.5.2, we 
will solve the plate equation and the water equation simultaneously to obtain the 
displacement of the floating plate using the extended higher order boundary element 
method. The flow charts describing the algorithms for the modal expansion method 
and the direct method are shown in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4, respectively. 
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Figure 2.4 Flow chart for solving water–plate problem using direct method. 
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2.5.1 Modal expansion method 
Modal expansion method is adopted to decouple the water–plate interaction problem 
into a hydrodynamic problem in terms of the velocity potential and a plate vibration 
problem in terms of the generalized displacement. In this method, the deflection of the 
plate  yxw ,  is expanded by N  series of products of the modal function  ,wlc x y  and 
complex amplitude l  as 
 







w x y c x y

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The single frequency velocity potential   of water can be separated into the 
diffracted part D  and the radiated part R  based on the linear potential theory. The 
radiated potential R  can be further decomposed as (Eatock Taylor and Waite, 1978; 
Newman, 1994) 
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where  , ,l x y z  is the radiation potential corresponding to the unit-amplitude motion 
of the l-th modal function and l  is the complex amplitude which is assumed to be the 
same as those given in Eq. (2.53) (Newman, 1994). The diffracted potential D  is 
taken as the sum of the incident potential I  and the scattered potential S  that 
represents the outgoing wave from the body. 
We substitute the expanded plate deflection and velocity potential (Eqs. (2.53) 
and (2.54)) into the Laplace’s Eq. (2.7) and boundary conditions (Eqs. (2.8) to (2.11)) 
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in order to obtain the decoupled Laplace’s equation and boundary conditions for each 
of the unit-amplitude radiation potentials (i.e. for 1, 2,...,l N ) and the diffraction 
potential (i.e. for l D ) (Wang et al.,  2008) 
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The boundary value problem for each of the unit-amplitude radiation potential 
and diffracted potential are defined by Eqs. (2.55) to (2.59) in decoupled forms. By 
substituting the decoupled boundary conditions (2.56) into Eq. (2.35), we obtain the 
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This decoupled boundary integral equation is solved by using the constant panel 
method presented in Section 2.4.1 for the velocity potential. The plate equation (2.22) 
can then be solved by using the finite element method once the velocity potential is 
obtained. 
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By rearranging the boundary integral equation (2.60), the radiated potential R  
and the diffracted potential D  can be obtained in matrix form as (Tay et al., 2009) 
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where  G  is the global matrix for the Green’s function obtained from constant panel 
method,  I  the identity matrix and wc    the matrix containing N eigenvectors (that 
corresponds to the deflection w  of the plate) obtained by performing a free vibration 
analysis on the floating plate. The subscripts in Eqs. (2.61a) and (2.61b) denote the 
size of the matrix, where p is the total number of elements (or panels) and q the total 
number of nodes. In order to match the computational interface between the fluid 
domain and the floating plate domain, the total potential in a fluid panel is 
proportionally distributed from its centroid to nodal points, according to the area 
occupied by the node. This is done by the two projection matrix  3O q pP   and   3D p qP  . 
 3O q pP   is the global matrix containing the area occupied by each nodes.   3D p qP   is 
the projection matrix from the element centroid to the element nodes, where the 
projection coefficient is based on the area occupied by the node over the entire area of 
an element. In the case of uniform meshes using rectangular elements, the elements of 




Therefore, the velocity potential   is obtained as      D R    . By 
substituting the obtained velocity potential back into the discretized version of the 
plate equation (2.22), we obtain 
 
             2f s w w D RK K K M i           w   (2.62) 
 
By using the obtained radiated potential R  and the diffracted potential D  in Eq. (2.61) 
and expressing    Re Imi                , Eq. (2.62) can be re-written as 
 
               2 2 3 1 3 13 3f s w w w q qq qK K K M M i C F             w   (2.63) 
 
where fK   ,  sK ,  wK ,  M ,  wM  and  wC  are the global flexural stiffness 
matrix, global shear stiffness matrix, global hydrostatic stiffness matrix, global mass 
matrix, global added mass matrix and global added damping matrix, respectively. As 
discussed in Eq. (2.53), the displacement vector  w  may be expanded in an 
appropriate set of modes  c  as 
 
 
      3 1 13q Nq Nc  w   (2.64) 
 
Note that  c  could be obtained by performing a free vibration analysis on the Mindlin 
plate where   yx Twc c c c    . wc    is the matrix containing N eigenvectors 
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corresponding to the plate deflection, xc    and yc    the matrices containing N 
eigenvectors corresponding to the rotations about x and y-axes, respectively. By 
substituting Eq. (2.64) into Eq. (2.63) and multiplying both side by  Tc , we obtain 
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where      TDF c F  is the generalized exciting force. By using the computed 
velocity potentials (Eqs. (2.61a) and (2.61b)), the elements of the global matrices for 
the added mass  wM , the added damping  wC , and exciting force  DF  can be 
calculated from 
 
    3 3 3 3Imww q q q qM          (2.66a) 
    3 3 3 3Rew wq q q qC         (2.66b) 
      31 3 1N qTD w DN qF i c     (2.66c) 
 
Upon solving the coupled water–plate equation (2.65), we obtain the complex 
amplitudes    and then we back-substitute the amplitudes into Eq. (2.64) to obtain 
the deflection and rotations of the plate  w  and hence the stress resultants. 
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2.5.2 Direct method 
In contrast to the modal expansion method, the plate equation (2.22) can be solved 
simultaneously with the water equation (2.43) for either the displacement of plate or 
the velocity potential of water (Wang and Wang, 2008), without having to expand the 
deflection of the plate and the velocity potential of water. In order to solve for the 
displacement of the plate, the water equation (2.52) is re-arranged as 
 
             12w w IK G K i Gg  
     
w   (2.67) 
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    
w
  (2.68) 
 
Note that in Eq. (2.68), the Green matrix  G  is computed by using the extended 
higher order boundary element method as discussed in Section 2.4.2. Once the Green 
matrix is obtained, the linear equation (2.68) can be easily solved for the deflection and 
rotations of the plate  w . Thereafter, the fluid part can be determined by substituting 
 w  back to Eq. (2.67) for solving the velocity potential   . 
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2.6 Stress resultants of plate, and deflection response parameter 
In the following discussion of hydroelastic response, the maximum vertical deflection 
w  is considered. The stress resultants within a single Mindlin plate element of the 
floating plate are calculated by expanding the displacement in the stress resultant – 
displacement relations (see Eq. A5 in Appendix A) using solved nodal displacements 
(Petyt, 1990). The bending and twisting moments within an element e  are 
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w  (2.69) 
 
where xxM , yyM and xyM  are the bending moments and twisting moment per unit 
length of plate.  efB    is the flexural strain matrix for a single element given by Eq. 
(2.24). The shear forces within the element e  are 
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where xQ , yQ  are the transverse shear forces per unit length of plate. 
 e
sB    is the 
shear strain matrix for a single element given by 
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(2.71b) 
 
This study involves parametric studies. Therefore, it is important to quantify the 
hydroelastic response. For this purpose, we propose a deflection response parameter 









      (2.72) 
 
where w  is the plate deflection, A the wave amplitude, B the width of the VLFS and L 
the length of the VLFS. Analogous to the total work done by the wave force, the 
deflection response parameter Ψ provides a global quantification of the hydroelastic 
response of the VLF. Clearly, a minimum value of the deflection response parameter is 
desirable as it is tantamount to having a stiffer plate against wave action. 
2.7 Summary 
In this chapter, the assumptions and governing equations used for solving the 
hydroelastic analysis of a pontoon-type VLFS in frequency domain are presented. For 
the hydroelastic analysis, water is modeled as an ideal fluid and its motion is assumed 
to be irrotational so that a velocity potential exists. The VLFS is modeled as an elastic 
plate according to the Mindlin plate theory. The finite element method is adopted for 
solving the plate motion whereas the boundary element method is used for solving the 
water motion. In solving the water motion, the constant panel method is adopted and 
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an extended higher order boundary element method is developed. In order to solve the 
fluid–structure interaction problem, both the modal expansion method and the direct 
method are adopted for the hydroelastic analysis. 
The modal expansion solution method that utilizes the constant panel method will 
be used to study the hydroelastic behavior of VLFS with flexible connector system in 
Chapter 3 and to investigate the hydroelastic behavior of VLFS with hybrid system in 
Chapter 4. The direct solution method that utilizes the extended higher order boundary 
element method will be applied to study the hydroelastic behavior of VLFS with an 









Chapter 3  
Hydroelastic behavior of VLFS with 
flexible connector system 
 
This chapter presents the use of a flexible connector system to reduce the hydroelastic 
response of VLFS. A numerical water–plate model is developed by incorporating a 
flexible connector system. The numerical model is first verified by comparing 
hydroelastic deflections and bending moments of the VLFS with existing results of a 
floating plate with an elastic line connector fixed at the mid-span. Then the established 
model is used to study the effect of single and multiple flexible connectors in reducing 
the hydroelastic response and stress resultants of the floating plate by considering the 
connector rotational stiffness, connector location, wave angle, water depth, and aspect 
ratio of the plate. 
 
3.1 Numerical model 
The water–plate model presented in Chapter 2 is modified to allow for a flexible line 
connector system. Consider a rectangular VLFS which is modeled as a flat plate with 
free edges, length L , width B , height h and a flexible line connector located at L  
from the fore end of the floating structure as shown in Fig. 3.1. The flexible line 
connector divides the floating plate into two plates. The water is assumed to be an 
ideal fluid (inviscid and incompressible) and its flow is irrotational. The water domain 
is denoted by Ω. The symbols SHB, SF and SSB represent the plate domain, the free 
water surface and the seabed, respectively. The water motion and plate deflection are 
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assumed to be in a steady state harmonic motion with a circular frequency  . The free 
and undisturbed water surface is at 0z  while the seabed is found at Hz  . An 
incident wave I  of period T  and wave height A2  enters the computational domain at 
a wave angle   with wavelength-to-structure length ratio L/  . The deflection w  




Figure 3.1 Rectangular VLFS with one flexible line connector: (a) plan view and (b) 
elevation view. 
 
At the line connector (i.e. at Lxc  ), the continuity equations for the 
interconnected floating plate are 
    cc xxxx ww   (3.1a) 
 
c c
x xx x x x
      (3.1b) 
  c c c cx x r y yx x x x x x x xM M k             (3.1c) 
    cc xxxyxxxy MM   (3.1d) 
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    cc xxxxxx QQ   (3.1e) 
 
where /r rk D L  is the rotational spring constant, D the flexural rigidity of the plate 
and r  the rotational stiffness coefficient. In the case of a line hinge connection, 
0rk   and the bending moment about y-axis at the connection is zero. These 
continuity requirements can be implemented into plate elements along the line 
connection using the standard finite element method. 
In order to model the interconnected floating plate, the entire floating plate is 
divided into two parts and then the two parts are connected by a flexible line connector. 
The flexible line connector is modeled as a hinge joint with rotational stiffness to 
satisfy the continuity conditions described by Eqs. (3.1a)–(3.1e). In the finite element 
formulation, these continuity requirements are applied directly to the corresponding 
nodes. Consider two Mindlin plate elements connected by a flexible line connector as 
shown in Fig. 3.2. If the jth node and the lth node are connected, the elements of the 
assembled stiffness matrix of the floating plate that correspond to the rotation y  are 
modified as follows: 
 
   , ,y y y y rnewK j j K j j k      
   , ,y y y y rnewK j l K j l k      
   , ,y y y y rnewK l j K l j k      




where rk  is the stiffness constant of rotational spring about y-axis, yj  the equation 
number for rotational motion about y-axis of jth node and 
y
l  the equation number for 
rotational motion about y-axis of lth node. A continuous floating plate can be modeled 





















Figure 3.2 Two Mindlin plate elements connected by a flexible line connector. 
 
3.2 Verification of numerical model 
The validity and accuracy of the present formulation and method for solving the 
floating plate problem with a flexible line connector are established by comparing the 
numerical results against those obtained by Fu et al. (2007) who treated a rectangular 
VLFS with an elastic line connector at mid-span. The pertinent information for the 
VLFS design used by Fu et al. (2007) is given in Table 3.1. 
A free vibration analysis was first performed for the plate. In this analysis, 1125 
plate elements (4m×4m size) were used to model the plate. Table 3.2 presents the 
natural frequencies predicted by using the present numerical plate model and the 
model by Fu et al. (2007). It can be seen the vibration frequencies are in good 
agreement with each other, thereby confirming the correctness of the numerical code. 
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Table 3.1 
Parameters of Fu et al. (2007) floating plate problem 
Parameter Symbol Unit Magnitude 
Total length  L  m 300 
Total width  B  m 60 
Total height h  m 2 
Density  p  kg/m3 256.25 
Young’s modulus E  GN/m2 11.9 
Poisson’s ratio    0.13 
Connection location     0.5 
Connection rotational stiffness 
coefficient r
   0 (hinge), 6 (semi-rigid), 600 (rigid) 
Water depth H  m 58.5 
Wavelength-to-structure length ratio    0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 
 
Table 3.2 
Comparison of natural frequencies obtained by present study and Fu et al. (2007) 
Hinge connected plate 
( r = 0) 
Semi-rigidly connected 
plate ( r = 6) Continuous plate Modes 
Present 
study Fu et al. 
Present 
study Fu et al. 
Present 
study Fu et al. 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0.111 0.115 0.156 0.156 
5 0.430 0.430 0.430 0.430 0.430 0.430 
6 0.505 0.500 0.505 0.500 0.506 0.507 
7 0.623 0.624 0.712 0.720 0.843 0.845 
8 1.024 1.017 1.025 1.019 1.031 1.036 
9 1.394 1.396 1.394 1.396 1.394 1.398 
10 1.594 1.581 1.593 1.581 1.596 1.604 
11 1.718 1.722 1.829 1.843 2.084 2.090 
 
Next, we performed the hydroelastic analysis on the floating plate. From 
convergence tests, it was found that the size of the square plate element and the square 
fluid panel must be smaller than 10/10/   , where   is the wavelength, so as to 
obtain converged deflections and stress resultants. Figure 3.3 shows the vertical 
deflection along the longitudinal centerline of the plate with a line hinge connector, a 
line semi-rigid connector and a rigid connector (continuous plate) located at the 
midspan of the plate. The good agreement between our numerical results with those 
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predicted by Fu et al. (2007) validates and confirms the accuracy of the present 
formulation and numerical method in evaluating the hydroelastic response of floating 
plate with a flexible line connection. Note that Fu et al. (2007) considered the 
connector system at the plate midspan only and they adopted the thin shell elements 
for analysis. In contrast, we shall examine the effect of varying the position of the line 
connector on the hydroelastic response and adopt the Mindlin plate theory for 
modeling the floating plate so as to allow for the effects of transverse shear 
deformation and rotary inertia and to obtain more accurate stress resultants. 
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Figure 3.3 Hydroelastic responses along the longitudinal centerline of VLFS for (a) 
 = 0.2 (b)  = 0.4 (c) 0.6   (d) 0.8   and (e) 1.0  . Location of connector 
5.0 . Head sea wave condition. 
 
 
We compared the bending moments obtained with those computed by Fu et al. 
(2007). As shown in Fig. 3.4, the bending moments along the plate centerline are also 
in good agreement with those obtained by Fu et al. (2007). Figure 3.5 presents the 
corresponding shear force results using the Mindlin plate theory and using the 
Kirchhoff plate theory (that neglects the effects of transverse shear deformation and 
rotary inertia). The Kirchhoff plate element used for the analysis is the nonconforming 
thin plate element as detailed in the book by Petyt (1990). It is clear from the results 
that the shear forces will be under-predicted if one adopts the classical thin plate theory. 
So the Mindlin plate theory is necessary for a more accurate evaluation of the shear 
forces. Note that Fu et al. (2007) did not provide any shear force results. 
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Figure 3.4 Bending moment xxM   along the longitudinal centerline of floating plate 
for  = 0.48 and  = 0.5. Head sea wave condition. 
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Figure 3.5 Comparison between Mindlin shear force xQ  and Kirchhoff effective shear 
force xV  along longitudinal centerline of floating plate for  = 0.48 and  = 0.5. Head 
sea wave condition. 
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3.3 Floating plate with one flexible line connector system 
After establishing the correctness of the mathematical formulation and computer code, 
parametric studies are conducted to investigate the effects of the flexible line connector 
on the hydroelastic response of the VLFS subjected to incident wave from various 
wave angles. Moreover, the effects of wave angle, water depth and the aspect ratio of 
the plate on the hydroelastic response of the VLFS are also investigated. Various 
wavelength-to-structure length ratios (i.e.  = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4), different incident 
wave angles ( = 0–90) and two water depths (i.e. 58.5 and 20 m) are considered. 
3.3.1 Effect of connector stiffness and connector location 
Parametric studies were first conducted to investigate the effects of location   and 
rotational stiffness coefficient r  of the line connector on the hydroelastic response of 
the VLFS subjected to head sea wave condition (see Fig. 3.1 for definition of   and 
r ). For the parametric study, the same VLFS (L = 300 m, B = 60 m, and h = 2 m) as 
defined in Table 3.1 was used, but with the rotational stiffness coefficient varying from 
r = 0 (hinge connection) to r  = 600 (that represents a continuous plate or rigid 
connection). Also, the location of the line connector was varied from  = 0.02 to 0.98. 
Figures 3.6a–d show the variations of the normalized deflection parameter 
/    with respect to the connector location   and rotational stiffness coefficient r  
under the head sea condition (  = 0°) for various wavelength-to-structure length ratios 
(  = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4). Note that   is the deflection parameter associated with 
the VLFS having a rigid connection (i.e. continuous plate). It is found that by 
appropriately positioning the line connector, one could reduce the deflection parameter 
significantly. The optimal locations opt  that give the minimum   are also shown in 
Fig. 3.6. It can be seen from Figs. 3.6a–d that the hinge line connection ( r = 0) gives 
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the greatest reduction in the deflection parameter. The use of semi-rigid line 
connection gives deflection parameters in between the results associated with the hinge 
line connection and the rigid connection (or continuous plate). When r = 200, the 






































































































Figure 3.6 Variations of normalized deflection parameter /    with respect to   
and r  for (a) 0.1   (b) 0.2   (c) 0.3   and (d) 0.4  . Head sea wave 
condition 0   . opt  is the optimal location that gives minimum value of   and it is 
corresponding to different wavelength-to-structure length ratio cases. Note that the 






The effect of different rotational stiffness coefficient r  on the hydroelastic 
response of VLFS with 0.26   and 0.1   can be seen in Fig. 3.7. The hinge line 
connector and semi-rigid connectors are found to be more effective in reducing the 
hydroelastic response as compared to having a rigid connector (i.e. a continuous 
monolithic VLFS). 
In Sections 3.3.2 to 3.3.4, the effect of the wave angle, water depth and plate’s 
aspect ratio on the VLFS with and without connector will be investigated. The hinge 
line connector is considered for the study since it is most effective in reducing the 
hydroelastic response of the VLFS. 
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Figure 3.7 Hydroelastic response along the longitudinal centerline of VLFS with 
different rotational stiffness coefficient r  under head sea wave condition. 0.26   
and 0.1  . 
 
 
3.3.2 Effect of wave angle 
Next, we investigated the effect of incident wave angle on the hydroelastic response of 
the VLFS (with length L = 300m, width B = 60m and height h = 2m). Figure 3.8 shows 
the variations of the deflection parameter   with respect to various incident wave 
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angles   for wavelength-to-structure length ratios 0.1  , 0.2  , 0.3   and 
4.0 . The optimal locations opt  that give the minimum   at different wave 
angles are also shown in Fig. 3.8 for the four wavelength cases, respectively. Note that 
the minimum deflection parameters indicated by the dash dot lines in Fig. 3.8 are 
obtained by placing the hinge line connection at optimal locations which are dependant 
on the wave angle and the aspect ratio of the VLFS. 
First, we consider rigidly connected (continuous) VLFS. In general, it can be seen 
from the solid line in Fig. 3.8 that the deflection parameter   changes with the wave 
angle while the changes follow different curves in certain ranges of wave angles due to 
different dominating modes. Considering the 0.2   case, it can be seen from Fig. 
3.8b that the deflection parameter   increases with respect to the wave angle  . 
When the wave angle reaches 60   , the deflection parameter increases significantly. 
The reason for such an increase is the large deflection at the end plate, as shown in 
Figs. 3.9c and 3.9d. As the wave angle reaches 68 , the deflection parameter 
plateaus out due to the mode switching from bending along x-axis to twisting, as 
shown in Figs. 3.9d and 3.9e. When the wave angle is at 75 , the deflection 
parameter increases rapidly again as the twisting mode switches to bending along y-
axis. When the incident wave is in the beam sea direction 90   , rigid-body motion 
dominates the response as shown in Fig. 3.9f. Similar variations of the deflection 
parameter are observed for other wavelength cases, as shown in Fig. 3.8. 
It is evident that large values of deflection parameter   are not desirable since 
they indicate severe hydroelastic responses and large inducement of stresses and stress 
resultants. Thus, the VLFS has to be protected from the wave impact coming from or 
near the beam sea direction. Protection can take the form of breakwaters. 
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After understanding the behavior of the rigidly connected VLFS under incident 
waves of various wave angles, we investigated the effect of a hinge line connection on 
the hydroelastic response. It can be seen in Fig. 3.8 that a hinge line connection is only 
effective when the wavelength-to-structure length ratios are small, i.e. 0.2   (see Fig. 
3.8a and 3.8b). For such wavelengths, significant reductions in the deflection 
parameter   are observed at wave angles 45 , where the corresponding deflection 
is dominated by the bending mode along x-axis direction. Moreover, maximum 
reduction in the deflection parameter   is achieved when the VLFS is subjected to the 
head sea condition i.e. 0   . This indicates that the hinge line connector is most 
effective in reducing the hydroelastic response of the VLFS when the wave approaches 
from the head sea direction. At larger wavelength-to-structure length ratios, i.e. 
0.2   (see Fig. 3.8c and 3.8d), it is best to use a rigid connection. 
It is also to be noted that when the incident wave is not in head sea direction, 
there will also be substantial twisting moment and shear forces acting on different 
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Figure 3.8 Variations of deflection parameter   with respect to wave angle   and the 
optimal location opt  corresponds to minimum   at different wave angles for (a) 
0.1   (b) 0.2   (c) 0.3   and (d) 0.4  . No values for opt  denotes that the 




















































































































































Figure 3.9 Deflections of the rigidly connected (continuous) VLFS subjected to 
0.2   for various wave angles. 
 
 
Figure 3.10 shows the deflection amplitude, bending moment, and shear forces 
along the longitudinal centerline of the plate with optimum   for two wavelength-to-
structure length ratios (i.e. 0.1   and 0.2 ) and under the head sea condition 0   . 
It can be seen that the maximum deflection of the plate is reduced significantly when 
the hinge line connector is placed at the optimum location under the head sea wave. 
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Figure 3.10 Deflection amplitude, bending moment, and shear forces along the 
longitudinal centerline of the VLFS with optimum   for (a) 0.1   and (b) 0.2   
subjected to head sea condition 0   . 
 
 
The overall bending moment xxM  and shear forces xQ  along the longitudinal 
centerline of the VLFS are also reduced (see Fig. 3.10). Significant reduction is 
observed in the mid-and aft-portion of the floating plate. However, it should be pointed 
out that hinge line connector could lead to larger stress resultants in certain portions 
along the length of the plate, especially in the fore portion, as shown in Fig. 3.10. This 




3.3.3 Effect of water depth 
The effect of water depth on the hydroelastic response of the VLFS (with length L = 
300m, width B = 60m and height h = 2m) was investigated by considering two water 
depths (H = 20 and 58.5 m). Figure 3.11 shows the deflection amplitudes along the 
centerline of the rigidly connected (continuous) and hinge connected VLFS for four 
wavelength cases ( 0.1  , 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4) in the two aforementioned water depths. 
The hinge connections are placed at optimal locations according to wavelength, i.e. 
0.26opt   for 0.1  , 0.34opt   for 0.2  , 0.36opt   for 0.3  , and 
0.42opt   for 0.4  ). Interestingly, when using the same hinge line connection (the 
same  ), a similar deflection profile is observed for the two water depths. It can be 
seen from Figs. 3.11c and 3.11d that the water depths have minimal effect in the 
reduction of the hydroelastic response when the wavelength is large (i.e. 0.3  ). 
However, for the case when 0.1   (see Figs. 3.11a), a larger reduction in the 
hydroelastic responses could be achieved by using the hinge connector when the water 
depth is larger, i.e. H = 58.5 m (see Fig. 3.11a). Hence, this implies that the hinge line 
connection is less affected by the water depth. When the wave length is small, the 
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Figure 3.11 Deflections of the rigidly connected (continuous) and hinge connected 
(with optimum  ) VLFS for (a) 0.1   (b) 0.2   (c) 3.0  and (d) 0.4  . 




3.3.4 Effect of aspect ratio 
The effect of aspect ratio on the hydroelastic response of the VLFS was studied by 
varying the width of the plate while keeping the length of the plate a constant i.e. L = 
300 m. Figure 3.12 shows the variations of the deflection parameter with respect to the 
aspect ratio. Note that the minimum deflection parameters as indicated by the dash 
lines in Fig. 3.12 were obtained by placing the hinge line connector at the optimal 
location opt . The optimal location depends on the aspect ratio of the plate as shown in 
Fig. 3.12, and the wave was assumed to be in a head sea condition. In general, it can be 
seen that the deflection parameter increases as the aspect ratio approaches to unity. 
However, as the aspect ratio increases to unity, a large reduction in the deflection 
parameter could be achieved by placing the hinge line connector at its corresponding 
optimal location that depends on the aspect ratio. As the wavelength increases, the 
amount of reduction in the deflection parameters decreases, indicating a drop in the 
effectiveness of the hinge line connector. The reduction in the response can be seen in 
Fig. 3.13, where the corresponding deflections along the longitudinal centerline of 
VLFS for 0.2   and 0.4   are plotted. 
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Figure 3.12 Variations of deflection parameter   with respect to aspect ratio B/L and 
the optimal location opt  corresponds to minimum   at different aspect ratios for (a) 
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Figure 3.13 Deflections along the longitudinal centerline of VLFS having different 
aspect ratios with optimum opt  for (a) 0.2   and (b) 0.4   subjected to head sea 
condition 0   . 
 
 
3.4 Floating plate with multiple flexible line connectors system 
In Section 3.3, it has been found that the hydroelastic response of VLFS can be 
significantly reduced when a flexible line connector is introduced at appropriate 
location. In practical design, VLFSs are usually assembled by connecting multiple 
standardized small modules using connectors. Therefore, the hydroelastic behavior of 
VLFS with multiple flexible connectors will be investigated. In general, by having too 
many connectors, both the costs and construction time for a VLFS will increase. Thus, 
it is reasonable to prescribe the numbers of flexible connectors that are going to be 
used. For this kind of interconnected VLFS, it is necessary to explore the optimum 
combination of location and stiffness for the multiple line connectors. 
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In this section, the hydroelastic behavior of VLFS with multiple flexible line 
connectors system, as shown in Fig. 3.14, was investigated. The VLFS (L = 300 m, B = 
60 m, and h = 2 m) as described in Table 3.1 was adopted in this study. The head sea 
wave is considered. Four wavelength cases are considered, i.e. 0.1  , 0.2  , 
0.3  , and 0.4  . For each case, different number of flexible line connectors (nc) 
are considered and optimized to furnish the minimum deflection parameter. In the 
optimization exercise, the pattern search method is adopted because it can handle 
optimization problems with bound constraints and does not require the objective 
functions to be differentiable or continuous. The pattern search solver in MATLAB 
(2012) was adopted to search for the optimum combination of location and stiffness 
for the connector system that furnishes minimum deflection parameter. It is found in 
the optimization exercise that hinge connection gives the greatest reduction in the 
























Figure 3.15 shows the hydroelastic response along the longitudinal centerline of 
the rectangular VLFS with optimum   for the four wavelength cases considered, and 
a head sea condition 0   . It can be seen that using multiple flexible connectors in 
the VLFS, one can also reduce the hydroelastic response of the VLFS provided that the 
connectors are appropriately positioned. For the VLFS having one connector (nc = 1), 
the optimal   are the same as those obtained in Section 3.3.1. For the VLFS having 
more than one connector (nc > 1), the hydroelastic response of VLFS can be reduced 
further with increasing number of connectors. However, there is a limit on the number 
of connectors that can significantly reduce the hydroelastic response of the continuous 
VLFS, depending on the wavelength considered. For instance, in the case of 0.1  , 
using more than 4 connectors in the VLFS will not give smaller value of   than 
0.0367   which is associated with the VLFS having 4 connectors. The limits of the 
number of connectors for the other three wavelength cases are nc = 3 for 0.2  , nc = 
2 for 0.3  , and nc = 1 for 0.4  , respectively. These results indicate that as the 
wavelength increases, the effectiveness of the multiple flexible connectors drops. 
Figure 3.16 shows the corresponding bending moments and shear forces for the 
VLFS having multiple flexible line connectors. It can be seen that the stress resultants 
of the VLFS are also reduced with the use of multiple flexible connectors. In general, 
the introduction of more hinge line connectors results in larger reductions in the stress 
resultants, because the connectors reduce the bending deformation of the plate. 
However, it should be noted that this more dominant rigid body motions may result in 
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 nc = 0 (continuous plate)
 nc = 1
 nc = 2
 nc = 3




Minimum   
nc  opt      
 1  2  3  4   
0 - - - - 0.0804
1 0.26 - - - 0.0504
2 0.28 0.44 - - 0.0417
3 0.28 0.38 0.50 - 0.0378
4 0.28 0.40 0.60 0.66 0.0367 
b 








 nc = 0 (continuous plate)
 nc = 1
 nc = 2




Minimum   
nc  opt      
 1  2  3  4   
0 - - - - 0.1283
1 0.34 - - - 0.1134
2 0.32 0.52 - - 0.1030
3 0.34 0.54 0.78 - 0.0951
4 - - - - -  
c 







 nc = 0 (continuous plate)
 nc = 1




Minimum   
nc  opt      
 1  2  3  4   
0 - - - - 0.1702
1 0.36 - - - 0.1576
2 0.38 0.50 - - 0.1555
3 - - - - - 
4 - - - - -  
d 







 nc = 0 (continuous plate)




Minimum   
nc  opt      
 1  2  3  4   
0 - - - - 0.2203
1 0.66 - - - 0.1728
2 - - - - - 
3 - - - - - 
4 - - - - -  
 
Figure 3.15 Hydroelastic response along the longitudinal centerline of VLFS with 
optimum   for 0.1  , 0.2  , 0.3  , and 0.4   subjected to head sea wave 
condition 0   . No values for opt  denotes that the plate has a rigid connection (i.e. 
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Figure 3.16 Bending moment (a) and shear forces (b) along the longitudinal centerline 
of VLFS with optimum   for 0.1  , 0.2  , 0.3  , and 0.4   subjected to 
head sea wave condition 0   . 
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3.5 Concluding remarks 
For the VLFS having one flexible line connection, the effects of the location and 
rotational stiffness of the connector, the water depth and aspect ratio on the reduction 
of the hydroelastic responses and stress resultants of the VLFS are investigated. It is 
found that the introduction of a line hinge connector at an appropriate location in a 
VLFS (with L/B = 5, L/h = 150) reduces the hydroelastic response and stress resultants 
when the wavelength is small (i.e. 0.2  ) and the incident wave angle is not too 
large (i.e. 45 ). The Optimal location of such line connectors for maximum 
reductions in the hydroelastic response and stress resultants is found to be affected by 
the wavelength-to-structure length ratio, incident wave angle and aspect ratio of the 
plate. 
For VLFS with multiple line connections, it is found that the hydroelastic 
response as well as the stress resultants of the VLFS (with L/B = 5, L/h = 150) in the 
head sea wave can be reduced further by using more connectors which are 
appropriately positioned. However, there is a limit for the number of connectors to be 
used for response reduction, depending on the incident wavelength, after which the 
reduction is marginal. 
It is worth noting that the hinge line connector when placed at an appropriate 
location can also increase the hydroelastic response which may be exploited for 








Chapter 4  
Hydroelastic behavior of VLFS with 
hybrid system 
 
This chapter proposes a novel hybrid system that combines the use of flexible 
connector and gill cells in order to achieve a greater reduction in the hydroelastic 
response of the VLFS. Gill cells are compartments in VLFS that allow free passage of 
water. They are modeled by eliminating the buoyancy force in the corresponding 
compartments. A constrained genetic algorithm is developed for optimization of 
layouts of gill cells to achieve maximum reduction effect in the hydroelastic response. 
The effect of such hybrid system on the hydroelastic response and stress resultants of 




As discussed in Section 1.2.3, there are many approaches being proposed for 
mitigating hydroelastic response of VLFS. However, these approaches have their 
advantages and disadvantages. In order to fully utilize the advantages of these different 
mitigating approaches, the concept of hybrid-type reduction system emerges. For 
instances, Shigemitsu et al. (2001) proposed a hybrid wave loading reducing system 
that comprises a floating breakwater that is placed in front of the ecofloat (a 
combination of seaport and airport with sustainable power plant) with an OWC 
antimotion device attached to the for-end of the floating structure. This hybrid-type 
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reduction system is found to be more effective than by using a floating breakwater or 
an OWC antimotion device separately. The optimal combination of pontoon-type and 
column-type VLFS in reducing the hydroelastic response has been studied by Nishi 
and Murai (2010). 
Inspired by the concept of hybrid-type reduction system, a novel hybrid system 
that combines the use of a flexible line connector and gill cells is proposed to achieve 
greater reduction in the hydroelastic response of the VLFS under wave action. Gill 
cells are compartments in VLFS with holes or slits at their bottom surfaces to allow 
free passage of water. As shown in Chapter 3, we have demonstrated that hinge line 
connector when appropriately located can significantly reduce the hydroelastic 
response of the VLFS as well as the stress resultants. However, it is also pointed out 
that hinge connectors could lead to larger stress resultants in certain portion along the 
length of the plate, especially in the front portion where more wave energy is received. 
In order to overcome the drawback of using the flexible line connector system, 
gill cells which developed by Wang et al. (2006; 2007) are employed to dissipate the 
excessive energy absorbed within certain parts of the VLFS. At these gill cell locations, 
the buoyancy forces are eliminated and this allows uneven buoyancy forces acting at 
the bottom hull of the VLFS to somewhat counterbalance the wave loading (Pham and 
Wang, 2010). 
4.2 Numerical model 
The water–plate model developed in Chapter 3 was modified to incorporate the gill 
cells in the VLFS. Figure 4.1 shows the schematic diagram of a coupled water–plate 
model having a flexible line connection and gill cells. The rectangular VLFS has a 
length L, width B, and height h. The VLFS is modeled as a floating plate with zero 
draft and the plate is assumed to be perfectly flat with free edges. The water is assumed 
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to be an ideal fluid (inviscid and incompressible) and its flow is irrotational. The water 
domain is denoted by Ω. The symbols SHB, SF and SSB represent the plate domain, the 
free water surface and the seabed, respectively. The free and undisturbed water surface 
is at z = 0 while the seabed is found at z = –H. By assuming an incident wave I with a 
circular frequency ω, wavelength  and wave height 2A that enters the computational 
domain at a wave angle , the water motion and plate deflection will vibrate in a 
steady state harmonic motion in the same frequency ω. The flexible line connection is 
located at cx L  from the fore end of the floating structure and the gill cells are 
indicated by the shaded grids, as shown in Fig. 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Rectangular VLFS with a flexible line connector and gill cells: (a) plan 
view and (b) elevation view. 
 
 
Following the modal expansion method in Section 2.5.1, we will obtain the same 
linear equation as Eq. (2.65) for the present water–plate model with a flexible line 
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connection and gill cells. However, the hydrostatic stiffness  wK  has to be modified 
to model the gill cells. The hydrostatic stiffness  wK  in Eq. (2.65) is given by 
     3 3 Tw w w wq qK k N N    (4.1) 
 
where  wN  is the vector of global shape function and wk  the constant of hydrostatic 
stiffness. 
In order to model the gill cells, the constant wk  in Eq. (4.1) that models the 
buoyancy force is then modified as 
 
 w wk g  in the region without gill cells  (4.2a) 
 0wk   in the region with gill cells  (4.2b) 
 
Based on the foregoing formulations, a numerical model for VLFS with a flexible 
line connector and gill cells is developed. Following the solution procedure presented 
in Section 2.5.1, the hydroelastic analysis of VLFS with a flexible line connector and 
gill cells can be performed. 
4.3 Optimization of layouts of gill cells 
As the locations of gill cells are discontinuous, genetic algorithm (GA) is adopted as 
an optimization tool to optimize the layout of gill cells. The objective is to minimize 








w dydxABL      
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Clearly the smallest value of deflection parameter is desired. It should be noted that the 
amount of gill cells used must be limited in order to avoid excessive loss of buoyancy 
of the VLFS. Thus, the optimization problem may be mathematically stated as 
 
 Minimize   X   (4.3a) 
subjected to 
   gf c BL X   (4.3b) 
   max sw hX   (4.3c) 
 
where X  is the encoded binary string representing the compartments in VLFS, which 
contains the distribution information on the number and locations of gill cells. In this 
binary string, “1” represents the gill cell, which means that there is no buoyancy force 
under the compartment and “0” represents the normal cell, which means that there is a 
buoyancy force under the compartment. One example of this binary string is shown in 
Fig. 4.2(a). When this binary string is set in the VLFS shape with compartments, as 
shown in Fig. 4.2(b), a matrix representation of a VLFS with gill cells is depicted. gc  
is the percentage of gill cells used in the VLFS compartments to be determined by 
hydrostatic analysis of the VLFS. The function  f X  returns the amount of gill cells 
used associated with X .  sw X  is the hydrostatic deflection of the floating plate under 
self-weight. Equation (4.3b) specifies the amount of gill cells to be used and Eq. (4.3c) 
limits the maximum hydrostatic deflection to avoid excessive loss in buoyancy of the 
VLFS. 
The two constraints as given by Eq. (4.3b) and Eq. (4.3c) are handled in different 
ways. Firstly, the constraint as given by Eq. (4.3b) is incorporated in the customized 
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creation, crossover, and mutation functions that operate only on constrained 
populations. In the creation of initial population, the number of “1”s in each individual 
X  of the initial population is set to gc BL , i.e. the amount of gill cells in the VLFS is 
fixed to be gc BL . Because of this limited percentage of “1”s, randomly generated 
initial population (e.g. by pseudo-random numbers) may not be well spread out to 
cover the solution domain, as shown in Fig. 4.3, although each of its individual is 
uniformly distributed over the domain. It has been shown that the initial population has 
an effect on the convergence of a genetic algorithm (Maaranen, 2007). Therefore, in 
order to create a good initial population for fast convergence, we modify the 
population-level metric which was proposed by Diaz-Gomez (2007) and use it to 
measure the diversity of each individual in our case. As in our case, each binary 
individual has a corresponding two-dimensional matrix representation, which allows 
the use of the population-level metric. The idea of the modified metric is to calculate 
exactly the center of mass of each individual in terms of column and row position, with 
respect to an origin (0, 0)—that is located at the left-bottom of the matrix. The x and y 



































      (4.4b) 
 
where  ,j lC a  and  ,j lR a  are  respectively the column position l and row position j 
of gene ,j la  where the gene has value “1”, and ,1 1
C RN N
j lj l
a    is the number of those 
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genes (i.e., where , 1j la  ). CN  and RN  indicate the number of columns and rows in 
the matrix representation of VLFS. 
By a bias distribution of the center of mass of each individual over the solution 
domain, a good initial population can be created (see Fig. 4.3). From this initial 
population, individuals are selected as parents using stochastic universal sampling 
technique (Baker, 1987) for the subsequent crossover and mutation operations to create 
new individuals and hence a new generation. Individuals with the best fitness values in 
the current generation are kept in the next generation. These individuals are called elite 
children. In the crossover operation, a child is created by inheriting the “1”s and “0”s 
that are matched in each selected parent pair, while remaining “1”s will be randomly 
assigned to the non-matching elements so that all children have the same number of 
“1”s as their parents. In the mutation operation, a child is produced by randomly 
swapping certain numbers of “1”s and “0”s of the parent. By using these customized 
functions, the algorithm becomes more effective in converging to the best solution 
because objective functions are evaluated only for those individuals satisfying the 
constraint in Eq. (4.3b). 
 
 












Biased random individuals Pseudo random individuals
Solution domain
 
Figure 4.3 Center of mass of initial individuals. 
 
 
The constraint given by Eq. (4.3c) can be imposed by applying the concept of 
penalty function (Rao, 2009). The constrained optimization problem, stated in Eq. 
(4.3), can be converted into the following unconstrained minimization problem 
 
 Minimize      p sc w    X X X   (4.5a) 
 
where pc  is the penalty parameter associated with the constraint  sw X , whose 
value is usually kept constant throughout the solution process (Michalewicz and 
Schoenauer, 1996). In this study, pc  is chosen to be 0.1, thereby making the constraint 
violation  sw X  of the same order of magnitude as the objective function value 
  X . The function  sw X , called bracket function, is defined as 
 
          
if  maxmax   











  (4.5b) 
 
Therefore, the optimal layout of gill cells for a given configuration of VLFS can be 
obtained evolutionally through the constrained initial populations. As described in the 
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optimization flowchart shown in Fig. 4.4, the constraint as given by Eq. (4.3b) is 
incorporated in the creation of initial population, crossover and mutation of population, 
whereas the constraint as given by Eq. (4.3c) is imposed as penalty in the evaluation of 








4.4 Results and discussion 
The VLFS considered by Sim and Choi (1998) is used as an example for this study. 
The length, width and height of the floating plate are 300, 60 and 2 m, respectively. 
The following material properties of the plate are assumed: Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.13, 
Young’s modulus E = 1.19 × 1010 N/m2, and the mass density of the plate ρp = 256.25 
kg/m3. The water density is w  = 1025 kg/m3 and a water depth H = 20 m are assumed. 
In the numerical examples, two wavelength cases ( = 30 and 60 m) are considered. It 
is assumed that the rectangular VLFS has 500 compartments with each compartment 
of size 6 m × 6 m as shown in Fig. 4.1. 
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4.4.1 Determination of percentages of gill cells 
First, we perform hydrostatic analyses on the floating plate to study the displacements 
induced by different percentages of gill cells. The percentage of gill cells gc  is based 
on the area of compartments with gill cells over the area of the entire floating plate. By 
checking the maximum static displacement in the floating plate, a suitable percentage 
of gill cells can be determined. Figure 4.5 shows the static displacements along the 
longitudinal centerline of the floating plate with four different percentages of gill cells. 
Note that the gill cells are grouped in front of the floating plate because such a layout 
of gill cells will result in maximum displacement in the plate. It can be seen that in the 
case of gc  = 10%, the floating plate still has sufficient buoyancy force to support it 
without causing significant displacements. Therefore, in the following layout 
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Figure 4.5 Static displacements along longitudinal centerline of floating plate with 
various percentages of gill cells. 
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4.4.2 Effectiveness of gill cells in reducing hydroelastic response 
In this section, the hydroelastic behaviors of four different configurations of VLFS are 
investigated and compared to demonstrate the effectiveness of gill cells in reducing 
hydroelastic response, namely rigidly connected VLFS without gill cells, rigidly 
connected VLFS with gill cells, hinge connected VLFS without gill cells and hinge 
connected VLFS with gill cells, respectively. In the case of hinge connection, the 
location of connector is fixed at 0.26   for wavelength case  = 30m and 0.34   
for  = 60m case, respectively, as these are correspondingly the optimal locations for 
VLFS with hinge connector only (see Section 3.3.1). 
Figure 4.6 shows the optimal layouts of gill cells for the aforementioned VLFS 
configurations with gill cells for the two wavelength cases and the VLFS subjected to a 
head sea wave. In the case of head sea wave, the size of the variables (i.e. the binary 
string X) for GA is reduced to half by making use of geometrical and loading 
symmetries. It can be seen in Fig. 4.6 that the layouts of gill cells obtained are 
symmetric about x-axis. The results show that in order to reduce the hydroelastic 
response of the VLFS, it is better to place gill cells at the regions where larger 
deflections occur, i.e. at the front end of the VLFS and in the vicinity of connection. 
The hydroelastic responses along the longitudinal centerline of the four different 
configurations of VLFS are compared as shown in Fig. 4.7. It can be seen that either 
by applying gill cells alone or flexible connector alone to the rigidly connected VLFS, 
the hydroelastic response can be reduced, but only to some extent. However, when 
combining the use of flexible connector and gill cells, one is able to achieve greater 
reduction in the hydroelastic response. For instance, in the case of wavelength  = 30m, 
by using a hinge connector and an appropriately distribution of gill cells (Fig. 6(a)), the 
hydroelastic response of VLFS is significantly reduced as shown in Fig. 4.7(a), i.e. the 
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value of the deflection parameter is reduced from 0.0804   to 0.0387  , which 
is more than 50%. A similar result is obtained in the case of wavelength  = 60m, as 
shown in Fig. 4.7(b). Therefore, it can be concluded that the combined use of gill cells 
and flexible connector are effective in reducing hydroelastic response when they are 
appropriately positioned. 
Figure 4.7 also shows the corresponding nondimensionalized bending moments 
( /xx xxM M L D ) and shear forces ( 2 /x xQ Q L D ) along the longitudinal centerline of 
the plate for the two wavelength cases studied (i.e.  = 30 and 60m). It can be seen that 





  Rigidly connected VLFS (Ψ = 0.0588) 







  Rigidly connected VLFS (Ψ = 0.1054) 







Hinge connected VLFS (Ψ = 0.0387) 







Hinge connected VLFS (Ψ = 0.0943) 







(a)  = 30m (b)  = 60m 
 
Figure 4.6 Optimal layouts of gill cells for rigidly connected (first row) and hinge 
connected (second row) VLFS subjected to head sea wave. The hinge connection is 
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 Rigidly connected VLFS without gill cells ( = 0.0804)
 Rigidly connected VLFS with      gill cells ( = 0.0588)
 Hinge  connected VLFS without gill cells ( = 0.0504)












 Rigidly connected VLFS without gill cells ( = 0.1283)
 Rigidly connected VLFS with      gill cells ( = 0.1054)
 Hinge  connected VLFS without gill cells ( = 0.1134)
































































Figure 4.7 Response amplitude, nondimensionalized bending moments and shear 
forces along longitudinal centerline of VLFS subjected to head sea wave condition   
= 0°. (a)   = 30 m and (b)   = 60 m. Note that the configurations of VLFS shown in 
Fig. 4.6 are used. 
 
 
The effect of the rotational stiffness of the flexible connector is studied by varying 
the stiffness parameter r , while keeping the location of the connector and the layouts 
of gill cells unchanged as shown in the second row of Fig. 4.6. Figure 4.8 shows the 
deflection parameter values for VLFS with various rotational stiffness parameters. The 
corresponding hydroelastic responses along the longitudinal centerline of VLFS are 
shown in Fig. 4.9. It can be seen that hinge line connection ( 0r  ) gives the greatest 
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reduction in the deflection parameter. The use of semi-rigid line connection gives 
deflection parameters in between the results associated with the hinge line connection 
and the rigid connection ( r   ). When the rotational stiffness parameter 50r  , 
the connector behaves almost like a rigid connector. 
In the next Section 4.4.3, we shall optimize the position of the line connector and 
distribution of gill cells for maximum reduction in the hydroelastic response of VLFS. 
 












 Rigid connection (r = )
 Flexible connection
 




















 Hinge connection ( = 0)
  = 2
  = 5
  = 10
  = 20
 Rigid  connection ( = )
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 Hinge connection ( = 0)
  = 2
  = 5
  = 10
  = 20
 Rigid  connection ( = )connector
 
Figure 4.9 Response amplitude along the longitudinal centerline of VLFS having 
different rotational stiffness. (a)   = 30 m and (b)   = 60 m. Note that the 
configurations of the VLFS shown in the second row of Fig. 4.6 are used. 
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4.4.3 Optimal position of hinge connector and distribution of gill cells for 
maximum reduction in hydroelastic response 
The effectiveness of gill cells has been demonstrated in Section 4.4.2. However, the 
distribution of gill cells shown in Section 4.4.2 may not be the global optimal layout 
since the position of the hinge connector was not optimized in the optimization 
exercise. As the possible locations of connectors are limited to the interface of gill cells, 
we vary the location of connector from 0.02   to 0.098 and at each location the 
layout of gill cells is optimized by the developed constrained GA. Thus, we can 
determine the global optimal solution that will furnish the global minimum value of 
deflection parameter. 
Figure 4.10 shows the normalized deflection parameter Ψ/Ψ∞ values for four 
configurations of VLFS with respect to the location of the connector. Note that the 
deflection parameter Ψ values are associated with optimal layouts of gill cells. Ψ∞ is 
associated with rigidly connected VLFS without gill cells, where Ψ∞ = 0.0804 for  = 
30 m case and Ψ∞ = 0.1283 for  = 60 m case. It can be seen that minimum value of 
deflection parameter Ψ (or maximum reduction of hydroelastic response) can be 
achieved when placing the connector at the front of the floating plate together with an 
optimal layout of gill cells. For instance, in the case of wavelength  = 30 m, the value 
of deflection parameter is significantly reduced from 0.0804   to 0.0314  . 
The corresponding optimal solutions for the two wavelength cases are shown in Fig. 
4.11. It can be seen that a limited number of gill cells is placed ahead of the hinge 
connector so as to avoid excessive loss of buoyancy of the VLFS. 
Figure 4.12 compares the hydroelastic responses of VLFS with four different 
configurations, i.e. rigidly connected VLFS without gill cells, rigidly connected VLFS 
with optimal layout of gill cells, hinge connected VLFS without gill cells and VLFS 
with configurations shown in Fig. 4.11. For VLFS configurations having a hinge 
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connector, the location of the connector is fixed at 0.04   for  = 30 m case and 
0.06   for  = 60 m case. It can be seen that the hydroelastic response is 
significantly reduced when appropriately positioning the hinge connector together with 
an optimal distribution of gill cells (i.e. configurations shown in Fig. 4.11), but at the 
expense of sacrificing a small front end portion of VLFS. Stress resultants are 
significantly reduced as well. When using a hinge connector alone at these locations, 
the hydroelastic response and the corresponding stress resultants can not be reduced. 
Figure 4.13 shows 3D plots of the hydroelastic response of two configurations of 
VLFS (i.e. rigidly connected VLFS without gill cells and VLFS with configurations as 
shown in Fig. 4.11) for the two wavelength cases considered. It can be seen that large 
deflection occurs at the front end of the VLFS. Structural concerns might arise at this 
part which needs special attention in real design. However, it is worth noting that this 
large deflection may be exploited for harvesting energy. 
 











2.0 ( = 0.0804) Rigid connection without gill cells
 Rigid connection with optimized gill cells ( = 0.0588)
 Hinge connection without gill cells
 Hinge connection with optimized gill cells
















(b)  = 60m
( = 0.1283) Rigid connection without gill cells
 Rigid connection with optimized gill cells ( = 0.1054)
 Hinge connection without gill cells




Figure 4.10 Normalized deflection parameter results for four configurations of VLFS. 
(a)   = 30 m and (b)   = 60 m. 
 














(a)  = 30m (Ψ = 0.0314, Ψ/Ψ∞ = 0.39) (b)  = 60m (Ψ = 0.0653, Ψ/Ψ∞ = 0.51) 
Figure 4.11 Optimal configurations of gill cells layout and hinge connector position 
for VLFS subjected to head sea wave   = 0°. (a)   = 30 m and (b)   = 60 m. 












 Rigid   connection without gill cells ( = 0.0804)
 Rigid   connection with      gill cells ( = 0.0588)
 Hinge  connection without gill cells ( = 0.1106)












 Rigid   connection without gill cells ( = 0.1283)
 Rigid   connection with      gill cells ( = 0.1054)
 Hinge  connection without gill cells ( = 0.1761)
































































Figure 4.12 Response amplitudes, nondimensionalized bending moments and shear 
forces along the longitudinal centerline of VLFS subjected to head sea wave condition 
  = 0°. (a)   = 30 m and (b)   = 60 m. Note that the configurations shown in Fig. 











Figure 4.13 Hydroelastic response of rigidly connected VLFS without gill cells (A) 
and VLFS with the configurations shown in Fig. 4.11 (B) subjected to head sea wave 
0  . (a)   = 30 m and (b)   = 60 m. 
 
4.4.4 Effect of incident wave angles 
In this section, we investigate the effect of incident wave angles on the flexible 
connector and gill cells in reducing the hydroelastic response of VLFS. First, we 
perform global searches for optimal layout of gill cells and hinge connector for VLFS 
subjected to incident waves with various wave angles ranging from 0° to 45°. Figure 
4.14 shows the deflection parameter   results of VLFS subjected to different wave 
angles for the two wavelength cases considered. It can be seen that for  = 30 m case, 
the optimal location of the connector depends on the wave angle. In contrast, the 
optimal location of the connector does not change much as wave angle for  = 60 m 
case, i.e. the optimal location of the connector 0.04 0.06opt   . Figure 4.15 shows 
the optimal solutions of gill cells layout and hinge connector position for VLFS 
subjected to an oblique wave 45  . It can be seen that for maximum reduction in the 
hydroelastic response, the layouts of gill cells should be changed according to the 
incident wave angles. 
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Next, we compare the hydroelastic performance of the obtained optimal 
configurations of VLFS with three other configurations of VLFS, namely rigidly 
connected VLFS without gill cells, rigidly connected VLFS with optimal layout of gill 
cells and VLFS with the configurations shown in Fig. 4.11. Figure 4.16 shows the 
deflection parameter results of VLFS with these four configurations subjected to 
various wave angles. It can be seen that in general, the effectiveness of the combined 
use of gill cells and hinge connector in reducing the hydroelastic response of VLFS 
drops as the incident wave angle increases from 0° to 45°, thereby indicating that they 
are more effective for head sea wave conditions. As it has been discussed in Section 
3.3.2, a transverse line connector is most effective in reducing the hydroelastic 
response of VLFS when waves approach from the head sea direction. Figure 4.17 
shows the hydroelastic responses of rigidly connected VLFS without gill cells and 
VLFS with the configurations shown in Fig. 4.15 subjected to an oblique wave 45  . 
It can be seen that the reduction in hydroelastic response is not as significant as for 
0   case as shown in Fig. 4.13, especially for small wavelength case  = 30 m. 
Figure 4.16 also shows that by using the optimal configurations of gill cells layout 
and hinge connector position obtained in Section 4.4.3 (i.e. configurations shown in 
Fig. 4.11), a significant reduction in the deflection parameter value can also be 
achieved for incident wave angles up to 15  . As shown in Fig. 4.18, the 
hydroelastic responses of VLFS are significantly reduced by using the configurations 
shown in Fig. 4.11. Therefore, it can be concluded that the optimal configurations 
obtained in Fig. 4.11 are effective in reducing hydroelastic response of VLFS for 






















  = 0
  = 15
(opt = 0.04)   = 30
  = 45







  = 30





(opt = 0.06)  = 0
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Figure 4.14 Deflection parameter results of VLFS subjected to various wave angles. 
opt  is associated with the minimum value of deflection parameter  . (a)   = 30 m 
and (b)   = 60 m. 
 
 















(a)  = 30m (Ψ = 0.0160) (b)  = 60m (Ψ = 0.0748) 
 
Figure 4.15 Optimal configurations of gill cells layout and hinge connector position 
for VLFS subjected to an oblique wave θ = 45°. (a)   = 30 m and (b)   = 60 m. 
 
 







 Rigid connection without gill cells
 Rigid connection with optimized gill cells
 VLFS with Fig. 11a configuration
 VLFS with optimal configuration
(a)  = 30m








(b)  = 60m  Rigid connection without gill cells
 Rigid connection with optimized gill cells
 VLFS with Fig. 11b configuration




Figure 4.16 Deflection parameter   results of VLFS with different configurations 








Figure 4.17 Hydroelastic response of rigidly connected VLFS without gill cells (A) 
and VLFS with the configurations shown in Fig. 4.15 (B) subjected to an oblique wave 




Figure 4.18 Hydroelastic response of rigidly connected VLFS without gill cells (A) 
and VLFS with the configurations shown in Fig. 4.11 (B) subjected to an oblique wave 





4.5 Concluding remarks 
We have investigated the effect of using a flexible line connector and gill cells on the 
hydroelastic response of a long rectangular VLFS (with L/B = 5, L/h = 150) under 
wave actions. It is found that with the combined presence of a flexible line connector 
suitably positioned and an appropriate distribution of gill cells, a significant reduction 
in both hydroelastic response and stress resultants of VLFS can be achieved. For a 
longish rectangular VLFS (with L/B = 5, L/h = 150) under a head sea, it is found that 
gill cells should be placed in the regions where larger deflections occur for maximum 








Chapter 5  
Hydroelastic analysis of VLFS with 
arbitrary shapes 
 
This chapter applies the extended higher order boundary element method that was 
discussed in Chapter 2 to study the hydroelastic behavior of VLFS with arbitrary 
shapes. Firstly, the extended higher order boundary element method is verified by 
benchmark solutions of a rectangular VLFS and is also verified by comparing against 
the constant panel method on the hydroelastic response of a circular shaped VLFS. 
The verified higher order boundary element method code is then used to study the 




As discussed in Section 1.2.3, researchers have found that the structural shape affects 
the hydroelastic behavior of a VLFS. However, only a few studies have been done on 
arbitrary shaped VLFS. In this chapter, we investigate the effects of VLFS shapes with 
the view to reducing the hydroelastic response. In order to accurately capture the 
hydroelastic response of a VLFS with an irregular shape, the extended higher order 
boundary element method discussed in Chapter 3 is used, because the method can 
provide a more accurate modeling of the body surface (Liu et al., 1991). 
In the following study, we consider longish VLFS with various fore- and aft-ends 
shape and Polygonal VLFS with different number of rotational symmetries. 
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5.2 Numerical model 
Consider a fluid–structure system comprising of an arbitrary shaped floating plate 
within a rectangular domain L B , as shown in Fig. 5.1. The VLFS has a thickness h, 
and is assumed to be of zero draft for computational simplicity. The VLFS is modeled 
as an elastic isotropic plate and assumed to be perfectly flat with free edges. Water is 
assumed to be an ideal fluid (inviscid and incompressible) and its flow is irrotational. 
The water domain is denoted by Ω. The symbols SHB, SF and SSB represent the plate 
domain, the free water surface and the seabed, respectively. The free and undisturbed 
water surface is at 0z  while the seabed is found at Hz  . An incident wave I  
with a circular frequency ω, wavelength , and wave height 2A  enters the 
computational domain at a wave angle  . The deflection w  of the plate is measured 





















Figure 5.1 Arbitrary shaped VLFS: (a) plan view and (b) elevation view. 
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Following the direct method in Section 2.5.2, we adopt the extended higher order 
boundary element method in Section 2.4.2 to model the fluid part and the finite 
element method for the floating plate. By solving the governing equations for both the 
fluid and structure part simultaneously, the displacement of the floating plate can be 
obtained. Figure 2.4 presents the flow chart for the computer code. Flexible connectors 
can also be incorporated into this numerical model following the same procedure 
described in Chapter 3. 
5.3 Verification of numerical model 
The validity and accuracy of the extended higher order boundary element formulation 
and method for the hydroelastic analysis of an arbitrarily shaped floating plate are 
firstly established by comparing the numerical results against the ISSC VLFS 
benchmark solution (ISSC, 2006). Secondly, the extended higher order boundary 
element method is compared with the constant panel method on the hydroelastic 
response of a circular shaped VLFS. 
5.3.1 Longish VLFS 
In the paper by Riggs et al. (2008), detailed comparative study of the simulation results 
by different hydroelastic computer codes on the ISSC VLFS benchmark (ISSC, 2006) 
is provided and it is found that the three different computer codes (HYDRAN (OCI, 
2005), VODAC (Iijima et al., 1997) and LGN (Kim and Erterkin, 1998)) considered 
furnish results in very close agreement. Therefore, the ISSC VLFS benchmark which 
has been designed to have significant flexible response under waves is chosen for 
testing of our numerical model. The particular information of the benchmark model 
considered is given in Table 5.1. 
Figure 5.2 shows the deflection amplitudes along the longitudinal centerline of 
the VLFS for the two incident wave angles. Firstly, it can be seen that the deflection 
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results converge when the size of the plate element and fluid panel are smaller than 
/ 4  (   is the wavelength), i.e. 4×20 mesh. This result is consistent with those 
reported by Wang et al. (2008). Moreover, in terms of convergence requirement in 
mesh element, it is an advantage of the HOBEM over the CPM in which the size of the 
element must be even smaller, i.e. smaller than /10 . Secondly, it can be seen that the 
present numerical results agree rather well with those predicted by LGN model (Riggs 
et al., 2008; Kim and Erterkin, 1998). This good agreement validates and confirms the 
accuracy of the present numerical model in evaluating the hydroelastic response of 
rectangular shaped VLFSs. 
 
 
Table 5.1  
Parameters of ISSC VLFS benchmark (Riggs et al., 2008) 
Parameter Symbol Unit Magnitude 
Total length  L  m 500 
Total width  B  m 100 
Total height h  m 2 
Effective plate thickness heq m 0.792 
Density of plate p  kg/m3 1294 
Young’s modulus E  GN/m2 200 
Poisson’s ratio    0.3 
Gravitational acceleration g  m/s2 9.81 
Density of sea water w  kg/m3 1025 
Water depth H  m 20 
Wave period T  sec. 10 
Wave angles   ° 0°, 45° 
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Figure 5.2 Deflection amplitude along the centerline of the ISSC VLFS benchmark for 
(a) 0   and (b) 45  . 
 
5.3.2 Circular VLFS 
Next, we compare the extended higher order boundary element method with the 
constant panel method on the hydroelastic response of a circular VLFS as shown in Fig. 
5.3. The design data for the circular VLFS considered are shown in Table 5.2. 
Figure 5.4 shows the deflection amplitude along the centerline of the circular 
VLFS. It can be seen that the present numerical results agree quite well with those 
predicted by CPM, except at some inner local maxima points which might be due to 
the constant assumptions made in the CPM. The good agreement validates and 
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confirms the accuracy of the present numerical model in evaluating the hydroelastic 
response of circular shaped VLFSs. 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Geometry of a uniform circular VLFS and coordinate system. 
 
Table 5.2  
Parameters of circular VLFS considered 
Parameter Symbol Unit Magnitude 
Radius R m 200 
Thickness h  m 2 
Water depth H  m 20 
Density of plate p  kg/m3 256.25 
Density of sea water w  kg/m3 1025 
Young’s modulus E  GN/m2 206 
Poisson’s ratio    0.3 
Gravitational acceleration g  m/s2 9.81 
Shear correction factor 2   5/6 
Incident wave length   m 50 
 












Figure 5.4 Deflection amplitude along the centerline of a circular VLFS. 
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5.4 Results and discussion 
The established numerical model and computer code are used to study the effect of 
different shapes on the hydroelastic behavior of VLFSs. Two different categories of 
VLFS geometries are considered. The first category comprises longish VLFSs with 
different fore/aft end shapes but keeping their aspect ratios constant. The effect of 
different fore/aft end shapes on the hydroelastic behavior of longish VLFSs is 
investigated in Section 5.4.1, as well as the effect of different incident wave angles. 
Complementing the study reported in Chapter 3, the effect of combining different end 
shapes and flexible connectors on the hydroelastic behavior of longish VLFSs is also 
studied in Section 5.4.2. The second category of VLFS comprises various polygonal 
shaped VLFSs that are generated by a single ‘superformula’ proposed by Gielis (2003). 
 
5.4.1 Longish continuous VLFS 
Consider longish continuous rectangular VLFSs with different fore/aft end shapes as 
shown in Fig. 5.5. The length, width and height of the VLFS are 300, 60 and 2 m, 
respectively. The following material properties of the plate are assumed: Poisson’s 
ratio ν = 0.13, Young’s modulus E = 1.19 × 1010 N/m2, and the mass density of the 
plate ρp = 256.25 kg/m3. The water density is w  = 1025 kg/m3 and a water depth H = 
20 m are assumed. An elliptical shaped VLFS with a major axis of 150 m and a minor 
axis of 30 m is also considered to represent the VLFS with a streamline shape. 
Figure 5.6 shows the deflection of various longish VLFSs subjected to a head sea 
wave condition for two wavelength cases, i.e.  = 30 and 60 m. In general, it can be 
seen that the hydroelastic response of a rectangular VLFS is reduced by changing its 
edge shape, with significant reduction effect obtained in shorter wavelength case. In 
the case of  = 60 m, the VLFS with an elliptical shape is most effective in reducing 
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the hydroelastic response of the VLFS followed by the VLFS with triangular ends. 
This result is consistent with those predicted by Tay et al. (2012). However, in the case 
of  = 30 m, the VLFS with triangular ends becomes slightly more effective in 
reducing the hydroelastic response than the elliptical VLFS, especially in the fore-end 
of the VLFS, as shown in Fig. 5.6(a). As shown in Fig. 5.6, the corresponding bending 
moments and shear forces of the VLFS are also reduced with respect to its edge shape. 
Note that these results have not been reported in the paper by Tay et al. (2012). 
 
 
(a) Rectangular shape VLFS 
 
(b) Rectangular shape VLFS with semi-circular ends
 
(c) Rectangular shape VLFS with triangular ends 
 
(d) Elliptical shape VLFS 
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Figure 5.6 Deflection amplitude, bending moments and shear forces along the 
longitudinal centerline of VLFS subjected to head sea wave condition   = 0°. (a)   = 
30 m and (b)   = 60 m. 
 
The influence of incident wave angle is also studied by varying the wave angle. 
Figure 5.7 shows the deflection parameter of the VLFS with various fore/aft ends 
subjected to different incident wave angles, i.e.   0°, 15°, 30° and 45°. It can be seen 
that in the case of a VLFS with circular ends, the wave angle has minimal effect on the 
deflection parameter. This is due to the axial symmetry of a circle. However, for VLFS 
having other end shapes, i.e. rectangular ends and triangular ends, the deflection 
parameter is significantly affected by the incident wave angle, because the edge shape 
facing the approaching wave changes with respect to the wave angle. For instance, at 
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wave angle   45°, the end shape of a rectangular VLFS facing the wave becomes 
triangular end which results in smaller value of deflection parameter, as shown in Fig. 
5.7. For elliptical VLFS, the associated deflection parameter increases as the wave 
angle. However, among the shapes studied, elliptical VLFS gives smaller deflection 
parameter, except for the shorter wavelength case where triangular ends are 
encountered (i.e. VLFS with triangular ends at   0° and VLFS with rectangular ends 
at   30° and   45°). Therefore, it can be concluded that elliptical shape VLFS is 
the most effective shape in reducing the hydroelastic response of a longish rectangular 
VLFS when considering different incident wave angles. 
 
a 


























Figure 5.7 Deflection parameter   values of VLFS with different fore/aft ends 
subjected to different incident wave angles. (a)   = 30 m and (b)   = 60 m. 
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5.4.2 Longish interconnected VLFS 
In Chapter 3, it has been shown that the introduction of a line hinge connector placed 
at an appropriate location in a VLFS can reduces the hydroelastic response. On the 
other hand, it was found by Kim et al. (2005) that auxiliary floating structures that 
have a round shape facing the incoming wave can reduce the hydroelastic response. 
Therefore, we next investigate the effect of combining different end shapes and 
flexible connectors on the hydroelastic behavior of longish VLFSs. The interconnected 
VLFSs shown in Fig. 3.10 are re-analyzed by changing the rectangular fore end shapes 
of the VLFS to circular and triangular shapes while keeping the location of the line 
hinge connection at its optimal location, i.e. 0.26   for  = 30 m  and 0.34   for 
 = 60 m. 
Figure 5.8 shows the deflection amplitude along the longitudinal centerline of the 
VLFSs. It can be seen that by changing the fore end shapes of the VLFS, the 
hydroelastic response can be further reduced. However, the reduction effect is more 
significant in the shorter wavelength case, i.e.  = 30 m. As shown in Fig. 5.8(a), 
hinge connected VLFS with circular end can significantly reduce the hydroelastic 
response. This result is consistent with those reported by Kim et al. (2005) although 
they considered VLFS of a different dimension. However, the smallest hydroelastic 
response is obtained when the hinge connected VLFS has a triangular fore end. Thus, 
it can be concluded that by changing the fore end shape of an interconnected VLFS, 
the hydroelastic response of a longish VLFS can be further reduced. Moreover, a 









































Figure 5.8 Deflection amplitude along the longitudinal centerline of interconnected 
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5.4.3 Polygonal VLFS 
As discovered by Gielis (2003), many geometrical forms both in nature and culture, 
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 (5.1) 
 
where  ,r   is the polar coordinates, m the number of rotational symmetries, n1, n2 
and n3 the exponent, a and b the semi-axis. 
Different shapes can be generated by changing the parameters in Eq. (5.1). Figure 
5.9 shows a series of polygonal shaped VLFSs generated ranging from zerogon (m = 
0), monogon (m = 1), diagon (m = 2), triangle, square, to polygons. The plan areas of 
these various VLFSs are kept the same as a rectangular VLFS of 60 m in width and 
300 m in length, i.e. area = 18000 m2. The following material properties of the plate 
are assumed: Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.13, Young’s modulus E = 1.19 × 1010 N/m2, and the 
mass density of the plate ρp = 256.25 kg/m3. The water density is w  = 1025 kg/m3 
and a water depth H = 20 m are assumed. The hydroelastic response of these various 
VLFS shapes are investigated to better understand the effect of structural shapes and 
thus providing valuable guidance to the real design of a VLFS for better hydroelastic 







(a) m = 0, Zerogon/Circle (b) m = 1, Monogon 
 
 









(g) m = 6, Hexagon (h) m = 8, Octagon 
 
 
(i) m = 10, Decagon  
 
Figure 5.9 A series of polygonal shaped VLFS generated by Eq. (5.1). The numbers 
between brackets refer to (n1; n2 = n3; a = b). m is the number of rotational symmetries. 
(a) Zerogon (100; 100; 75.7), (b) Monogon (20; 100; 2.009), (c) Diagon (100; 100; 
67.1), (d) Triangle (54; 100; 9.08), (e) Square (100; 100; 67.1), (f) Pentagon (150; 100; 
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Figure 5.10 shows the deflection parameters for the various polygonal VLFSs 
subjected to two wavelength cases, i.e. 30m   and 60m  . Note that the 
maximum and minimum values of deflection parameter Ψ are obtained by varying the 
incident wave angles. Owing to the geometrical symmetry, only two incident wave 
angles (i.e. 0 and π/m) need to be considered for most of the polygonal VLFSs, except 
for m = 0 (one wave angle is needed since the response of a circular under plane wave 
is the same in all directions) and m = 1 case where three incident wave angles (0, π/2 
and π) have to be considered. It is found that minimum value of deflection parameter is 
always obtained when the vertex/corner of the polygonal VLFS is facing the 
approaching wave. This indicates that the hydroelastic response of polygonal VLFS 
can be reduced by orientating the vertex/corner to face the approaching wave. In 
general, as the number of symmetries (m) increase, the maximum and minimum 
deflection parameter Ψ value approaches to that associated with circular VLFS, 
because the polygon approaches a circle as m increases. This indicates that the effect of 
edge shape on the hydroelastic response of polygonal VLFS diminishes when m 
increases. Moreover, in the case of m ≥ 5, when the wavelength increases, the effect of 
edge shape decreases because the wave energy will be mostly transmitted for long 
waves (Xia et al., 2000). 
It can also been seen in Fig. 5.10 that there is a significant difference between the 
maximum and minimum value of deflection parameter   for triangular (m = 3) and 
square VLFS (m = 4). This indicates that the hydroelastic response of triangular (m = 3) 
and square VLFS (m = 4) are greatly affected by their edge shape. This is because the 
corner of a VLFS allows for a better flow across the floating body while the long edge 
of a VLFS receives more wave energy and hence results in larger hydroelastic 
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response in the VLFS. The corresponding hydroelastic responses of these two VLFS 




























Figure 5.10 Deflection parameter   values of VLFS with various shapes indicated by 























































































Figure 5.11 Hydroelastic response of triangular VLFS (m = 3) and square VLFS (m = 
4) under   = 60 m for two wave angles. (a) 0   and (b) / m  . 
 
 
Among all the polygonal VLFSs considered (see Fig. 5.9), diagon shaped VLFS 
is found to be the most effective in reducing the hydroelastic response of polygonal 
VLFS. As shown in Fig. 5.10, diagon shaped VLFS (m = 2) results in smaller value of 
deflection parameter than those associated with circular VLFS for all wave angles and 
wavelengths considered, except a slightly larger value of   than that associated with 
circular VLFS is obtained in the case of  = 60 m. Figure 5.12 shows the 
corresponding hydroelastic response of circular VLFS and diagon VLFS subjected to 
the two wavelength cases considered. Thus, for smaller hydroelastic response, diagon 
shaped could be a better choice for the design of a polygonal shape VLFS, given the 













































































































Figure 5.12 Hydroelastic response of circular VLFS and diagon VLFS. (a)   = 30 m 
and (b)   = 60 m. 
 
 
5.5 Concluding remarks 
We have investigated the effect of VLFS shape in reducing the hydroelastic response 
of both longish and polygonal VLFSs by using the extended higher order boundary 
element method. It is found that the edge shape has a significant influence on the 
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hydroelastic response of both longish and polygonal VLFS under the wavelengths 
considered. 
For longish VLFSs considered in this study, it is found that both the hydroelastic 
response and stress resultants can be effectively reduced by having appropriate end 
shapes. The elliptical VLFS is found to be the most effective in reducing the 
hydroelastic response among the various shapes considered in this study. Moreover, 
with the combined presence of a flexible line connector and an appropriate fore end 
shape, a greater reduction in the hydroelastic response of a longish VLFS can be 
achieved. 
For polygonal VLFSs considered in this study, it is found that the hydroelastic 
response can be significantly reduced when the corner of the VLFS is facing the 
approaching wave. However, as the number of symmetries (m) of polygon increases, 
the effect of reduction diminishes because the polygon approaches a circle as m 
increases. Among the various polygons considered, diagon shaped VLFS (with m = 2) 
is found to be the most effective in reducing the hydroelastic response. It should be 
noted that the diagon shape considered has a similar streamline profile to that of an 









Chapter 6  
Stochastic hydroelastic analysis of 
VLFS 
 
This chapter proposes a framework for stochastic hydroelastic analysis of very large 
floating structures considering directional wave spectrum, based on the linear random 
vibration theory. By applying the modal expansion method, we obtain a discrete 
representation of the required transfer matrices for a finite number of frequencies, 
while the influence of the wave direction is obtained by numerical integration of the 
directional components of the spectrum. Moreover, assuming a Gaussian input, we can 
apply well known approximations to obtain the distribution of extremes. Numerical 
examples are presented to demonstrate the stochastic analysis. The effect of different 
mean wave angles on the stochastic response is also investigated. 
 
6.1 Introduction 
In the traditional approach, the hydroelastic analysis of VLFS often assumes the 
incident wave filed to be unidirectional. However, the wave directionality may play an 
important part in the hydroelastic response of VLFS which is sited in an open sea. In 
order to account for the stochastic nature of wind waves, a directional wave spectrum 
that is expressed as a function of both frequency and direction is used to model the 
stochastic wave. The stochastic hydroelastic response of the VLFS can be obtained by 
applying the linear random vibration theory to the model developed in Chapter 3. 
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6.2 Numerical model 
Consider a rectangular VLFS which is modeled as a flat plate with free edges, length 
L , width B , height h, as shown in Fig. 6.1. A zero draft is assumed for simplicity. The 
water is treated as an ideal fluid (inviscid and incompressible) and its flow is 
irrotational. The water domain is denoted by Ω. The symbols SHB, SF and SSB represent 
the plate domain, the free water surface and the seabed boundary, respectively. The 
free and undisturbed water surface is at z = 0 while the seabed is found at z = −H. 
Assuming an incident wave I with a circular frequency , height 2A and wave angle  
enters the computational domain, the water motion and plate deflection will oscillate in 
a steady state harmonic motion in the same frequency . The deflection w of the plate 
is measured from the free and undisturbed water surface. 
 
 




Following the modal expansion method in Section 2.5.1, we adopt the constant 
panel method in Section 2.4.1 to model the fluid part and the finite element method for 
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the floating plate. By decoupling the water–plate interaction, a coupled linear equation 
for the water–plate problem can be obtained following the solution flow chart shown 
in Fig. 2.3. The equation can be solved for the displacement of the floating plate 
provided with specific plane regular wave. 
In the next Section 6.3, we will modify the numerical model to include the effect 
of stochastic wave which is described by a directional wave spectrum. 
6.3 Stochastic formulation 
6.3.1 Directional wave spectrum 
Assuming that the irregular (random) wind waves can be described by a zero mean 
stationary Gaussian process, they can be completely specified by the directional wave 
spectrum S(ω,θ), which represents the distribution of the wave energy in the frequency 
domain ω as well as in direction (wave angle) θ. The directional spectrum is generally 
expressed in terms of the one-dimensional frequency spectrum S(ω) as 
 
      , |S S D      (6.1) 
 
where  |D    is the directional spreading function and represents the directional 
distribution of wave energy for a given frequency ω. The conditioning of  |D    on 
ω implies that the distribution of wave energy in direction (in general) varies with 
frequency. The function  |D    has the following normalization property: 
 








The sea surface  , ,x y t  can then be modeled by linear superposition of 
monochromatic waves of all possible frequencies approaching a point from all possible 
directions, i.e. 
 
    cos sin, , Re j l j l j jli k x k y tjl
j l
x y t A e             (6.3) 
 
where kj, ωj denote the wave number and corresponding frequency of the jth wave 
component traveling in the direction θl and εjl are independent random variables 
uniformly distributed in [0, 2π]. The amplitudes Ajl are obtained from the directional 
spectrum as 
 
  2 ,jlA S        (6.4) 
 
where Δω and Δθ represent the change in wave frequency and in direction between 
two consecutive waves. In this study, we use the (one-sided) one-dimensional 
frequency spectrum proposed by Bretschneider and further developed by Mitsuyasu 
for the description of fully developed wind waves (Mitsuyasu, 1970), i.e. 
 
   5 42 41/3 1/3 1/30.257 exp 1.032 2BMS H T T   
 
               
 (6.5) 
 
where H1/3 is the significant wave height and T1/3 is the significant wave period. Also, 
we assume independence of the directional distribution on the wave frequency and 
adopt the following directional spreading function given by Pierson et al. (1952): 
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       
22 cos for 2|
0 for 2
D D
       
       
 (6.6) 
where   is the mean wave angle. 
 
6.3.2 Stochastic response 
The stochastic hydroelastic response of the VLFS is obtained by applying the linear 
random vibration theory. Following the approach adopted for the solution for a single 
frequency and wave angle, we first obtain the elements of the cross-spectral matrix 
 
3 3II q q
S      of the vector of incident potentials   1I q   as 
 
        2 cos sin
,
,lj ljik x yII Ij lS H e S d
  

     

      (6.7) 
 
where lj l jx x x   and lj l jy y y   denote the difference of the x and y coordinates of 
the locations corresponding to the lth and jth degree of freedom, respectively. The 
function HI(ω) is the transfer function from the water surface elevation to the incident 
potential, given by 
 
     coshcoshI k z HgH kH     (6.8) 
 
Furthermore, we obtain the cross-spectral matrix of the force vector as 
 
         *
3 3FF F II Fq q
S H S H                    (6.9) 
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where  *  denotes the conjugate transpose operator and the complex transfer matrix 
 
3 3F q q
H      is obtained by combination of Eq. (2.66c) and Eq. (2.61b) as 
 




F w O Dq p p qq q
G
H i P Pz  

 
        
I   (6.10) 
 
Finally, the cross-spectral matrix of the response is obtained as 
 
         *
3 3ww w FF wq q
S H S H                    (6.11) 
 
The response transfer matrix  
3 3w q q
H      is given by 
 




H      is the harmonic transfer matrix, describing the modal response to 
a harmonic excitation, given by  Eq. (2.65) as 
 
                  12 2T f s w w wN N N NH c K K K M M i C c                   (6.13) 
 
It should be noted that the inversion in Eq. (6.13) is trivial (i.e. the matrix to be 
inverted is diagonal), as the matrix  c  contains the uncoupled modes of the system. 
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A discrete representation of the matrix  wwS    is obtained using a finite 
number of frequencies. We can then compute jth component of the vector of the nth 
spectral moment of the response  3 1wn q   in terms of the diagonal entries   ,ww j jS     
of  wwS    , as follows: 
 
    
,0
m
wm wwj j j
S d         (6.14) 
 
wherein the integration is performed numerically. The variance of the response can 
then be obtained by setting n = 0. 
 As compared to the conventional approach for obtaining power spectrum of a 
response subjected to multidirectional random waves where the influence of wave 
direction is contained in the response amplitude operator, the present approach 
evaluated in the first place the influence of wave direction by integration of the 
directional components of the spectrum, thereby reducing the computational efforts 
needed for response amplitude operator. 
6.3.3 Response of stress resultants 
Stress resultants are important in the practical design of VLFS. The stress resultants 
within a single Mindlin plate element of the floating plate can be calculated by 
expanding the displacement in the stress resultant–displacement relations using the 
obtained nodal displacements. The bending and twisting moments within the element e 






















                 
w  (6.15) 
 
where xxM , yyM and xyM  are the bending moments and twisting moment per unit 
length of the plate. The shear forces within the element e can be obtained as 
 
 
    2 1 00 1x e esyQ Gh BQ              w  (6.16) 
 
where xQ , yQ  are the transverse shear forces per unit length of the plate. The 
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 (6.17b) 
 
and the shear strain–displacement matrix  esB    is given by 
 
 
   1 2 82 24es s s sB B B B      (6.18a) 
















          
 (6.18b) 
 
where   1, 2, 8jN j    are the basis functions of the 8-node serendipity Mindlin plate 
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  (6.19a) 
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                 
  (6.19b) 
 
By assembling the elemental transfer matrices, the global transfer matrices for 
moments and shear forces can then be obtained. Denoting the global transfer matrices 
of the moments and shear forces by  MH     and  QH    , respectively, we can 
compute the cross-spectral matrices of the stress resultants as follows: 
 
         *MM M ww MS H S H                    (6.20a) 
         *QQ Q ww QS H S H                   (6.20b) 
 
The spectral moments of the stress resultants can then be obtained in a manner 
analogous to Eq. (6.14). 
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6.3.4 Extreme value prediction 
In the design of VLFS, the knowledge of the distribution of maxima of response 
quantities over a certain period is required in order to assess the serviceability and 
safety of the structure. The distribution of the maxima of any response quantity can be 
derived using its spectral moments, calculated by Eq. (6.14). Let Y(t) be the zero mean 
Gaussian process that describes a response quantity at a certain node and let m  be its 
m-th spectral moment. The distribution ˆ ( ) ( )Y TF y  of  ˆ( ) max ( ),0Y T Y t t T   , where 
T is the period of interest, can be expressed as follows (Lutes and Sarkani, 2004): 
 
  ˆ ( ) ( ) exp ( )YY TF y y T    (6.21) 
 
where ( )Y y  is the conditional rate of upcrossings of the level y given the event of no 
prior upcrossings. Also we should note that Eq. (6.21) neglects the probability of initial 
upcrossing of y. Assuming that the upcrossings of high levels are independent events, 




2( ) exp 2Y Y Y
yy  
      
  (6.22) 
 
where 0Y   is the standard deviation of Y and Y   is the mean zero upcrossing 
rate given by 
 
 Y  12
2
0   (6.23) 
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The derived approximation is the well-known Poisson model which is shown to be 
asymptotically exact for large T. However, convergence to the Poisson model becomes 
slow for narrow-band processes. Vanmarcke (1975) gives a more accurate model that 
accounts for the influence of the bandwidth. According to this model, the conditional 
upcrossing rate is approximated as follows: 
 





1 2( ) 1 exp (1 ) 2 1 exp 2Y Y
y yp y    
                    
 (6.25) 
 
wherein 1/21 1 0 2( )      is the bandwidth parameter which tends to unity for a 
narrow-band process. 
In design applications, usually the expected maximum is used as a characteristic 
value in a reliability-based design. In code-based design applications, partial safety 
factors are applied to characteristic values of design quantities, such as displacements 
and bending moments and designs are checked against serviceability and safety limit-
state requirements. Characteristic values are usually taken as the expected maxima of 
the design quantities over a time period that represents the duration of an extreme 
event. Accounting for the fact that ˆ( )Y T  follows asymptotically a type I extreme value 
distribution, we can approximate the expected maximum using the following 




ˆE ( ) YY T y y
       (6.26) 
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where 0.577    is Euler’s constant and 0y  satisfies the following equation: 
 
  20 02 ln ln ( )2 YY
y T p y
      (6.27) 
 
Equation (6.27) can be solved for 0y  by applying an iterative procedure. 
 
6.4 Results and discussion 
The VLFS considered by Sim and Choi (1998) is used as an example for this study. 
The length, width and height of the floating plate are 300, 60 and 2 m, respectively. 
The following material properties of the plate are assumed: Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.13, 
Young’s modulus E = 1.19 × 1010 N/m2, and the mass density of the plate ρp = 256.25 
kg/m3. The water density is w  = 1025 kg/m3 and a water depth H = 58.5 m. The finite 
element mesh of the plate, consisting of 2000 8-node Mindlin elements, is shown in 
Fig. 6.2. A total number N = 30 of modes is chosen for the present study. The finite 
element mesh was chosen fine enough, from our experience with deterministic 
calculations, so that an accurate solution is obtained for each of the considered wave 
frequencies for the discrete representation of the transfer matrices. 
The chosen parameters for the spectrum of Eq. (6.5) are H1/3 = 2 m, T1/3 = 6.3 sec. 
In the numerical examples, four cases of mean wave angle ,  namely (a) 0, (b) 30, 
(c) 60 and (d) 90, are considered. In Fig. 6.3, a plot of the utilized directional wave 
spectrum for o0   is shown. The four corner points (P1 to P4, as shown in Fig. 6.2) 
and the center point (P5, as shown in Fig. 6.2) are chosen to illustrate the stochastic 
behavior of the floating plate. 
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Figure 6.3 Plot of the applied directional wave spectrum for 0  . 
 
 
6.4.1 Stochastic response 
The response spectra of the vertical displacements at the five selected points (P1 to P5, 
as shown in Fig. 6.2) of the floating structure are obtained as shown in Fig. 6.4. Figure 
6.5 shows the standard deviation of the vertical displacement for the four mean wave 
angle cases considered. It can be seen that in general, the overall response of the 
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floating plate increases as the mean wave angle increases from 0 to 90 degrees. In the 
four cases studied, larger responses are observed in the corner points than the center 
points. Due to the symmetry of the directional spreading function, we obtain 
symmetric response spectra for mean wave angle case (a) with respect to the x-axis and 
case (d) with respect to the y-axis, respectively, as the effects of oblique wave angles 
are balanced, as shown in Figs. 6.4(a) and 6.4(d). The same results are observed in the 
plot of the standard deviation of the response, as shown in Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(d). 
Owing to this cancellation effect, the response results for these two mean wave angle 
cases are similar to those obtained by deterministic hydroelastic analysis using these 
two mean wave angles as distinct wave angles (see results in Section 3.3.2). 
However, for other mean wave angle cases, the effects of oblique wave angles 
cannot be balanced and hence result in different hydroelastic response for the same 
floating plate. Considering the mean wave angle case (b) for example, the response 
spectra as shown in Fig. 6.4(b) is not symmetric, while the largest response is obtained 
at the corner point P4. This is due to the fact that in this case the directional spectrum 
includes a larger number of waves coming from other directions which trigger the 
twisting vibration modes of the plate. This effect can only be captured if a directional 
spectrum is considered. For the example case with mean wave angle of 30, neglecting 
the probability of occurrence of larger oblique wave angles would lead to significantly 
smaller variances. The same conclusion applies to the mean wave angle case (c), as 
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Figure 6.4 Input spectrum BMS  and response spectra of the vertical displacements at 5 























































































































6.4.2 Response of stress resultants 
In Fig. 6.6 to Fig. 6.10, the standard deviations of the stress resultants xxM , yyM , xyM , 
xQ  and yQ  are plotted. 
Similar to the stochastic response of the displacements, symmetric responses are 
obtained for the stress resultants xxM , yyM , xyM , xQ  and yQ  in the cases of mean 
wave angle 0   and 90   as shown in Figs. 6.6 to 6.10. The effect of directional 
wave is significant in the case of mean wave angle 60   as shown in Figs. 6.6(c) 
and 6.10(c), where larger standard deviations are obtained as compared to those for 
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0  . In deterministic analysis, however, smaller values of xxM  and xQ  are expected 
in the case of oblique waves because the dominating component (x-direction 
component) of the wave that results in larger value of xxM  and xQ  is compensated by 
the y-direction component. 
The standard deviations of the moments yyM  and xyM  are smaller than those of 
the bending moment xxM , as shown in Figs. 6.6–6.8. This is due to the large aspect 
ratio of the floating plate which indicates that the hydroelastic response is significant 
when the waves are coming along the strong axis of the plate, i.e. the x-axis. In the 
case of mean wave angle 90  , the motion of the plate is dominated by rigid body 
motion, as can been seen in Figs. 6.5(d) and 6.7(d). However, it is still necessary to 
investigate the results of twisting moments xyM  in the case of oblique mean waves. As 
shown in Fig. 6.8(b) and 6.8(c), the magnitude of the standard deviation of twisting 
moments xyM  are in the same order as those of bending moments xxM  results shown 
in Fig. 6.6. Moreover, the results of twisting moments xyM  are larger for mean wave 
angle cases (b) and (c) than those for mean wave angle cases (a) and (d). 
The blowups at the corners of the plate for the shear forces as shown in Fig. 6.9 
and Fig. 6.10 are due to the strong variations nature of shear forces near the free edges. 
As has been discussed by Ramesh et al. (2008), the shear forces do not vanish at the 
free edges, especially at the free corner. However, this effect would not affect the 
overall observations of the spectra results for shear forces, because it only affects the 
small portion of the entire domain, i.e. Saint Venant’s principle applies. Moreover, the 
















































































































































































































































Figure 6.7 Standard deviation of yyM  for different mean wave angles. 
a 0   b 30 
c 60   d 90 
a 0   b 30 
c 60   d 90 













































































































































































































































Figure 6.9 Standard deviation of xQ  for different mean wave angles. 
a 0   b 30 
c 60   d 90 
a 0   b 30 
d 90 c 60   
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Figure 6.10 Standard deviation of yQ  for different mean wave angles. 
 
 
6.4.3 Extreme value prediction 
The expected maxima of the response quantities are obtained based on the Vanmarcke 
approximation by applying Eq. (6.26). The period T  of interest is set to 2 hours. 
Figure 6.11 shows examples of expected maxima of response quantities in the case of 
mean wave angle 0  . 
The maximum value of the expected maximum of stress resultants is extracted for 
each case of mean wave angles. The results are plotted against the mean wave angle as 
shown in Fig. 6.12. It can be seen that bending moment xxM  and shear force xQ  are 
the two dominating components of the stress resultants. Large values of these two 
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components are obtained in the cases of mean wave angle 60   and 75  . This 
implies that the worst scenario of the floating structure might be in the cases of these 
mean wave angles and this should be taken into account in the practical design. 
 










































































































































Figure 6.11 Expected maximum of response quantities predicted by the Vanmarcke 
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6.5 Concluding remarks 
Based on the linear random vibration theory, a framework for stochastic hydroelastic 
analysis of very large floating structures subjected to multidirectional irregular waves 
defined through a directional wave spectrum has been developed. The approach 
involves a discrete evaluation of the relevant transfer matrices through a numerical 
resolution of the fluid–structure interaction problem that combines the boundary 
element method for the fluid potential and the finite element method based on the 
Mindlin plate theory for the plate deflection. Spectra of response quantities are 
obtained as well as extreme responses, assuming a Gaussian input. 
The proposed method is applied to the stochastic analysis of an example VLFS 
and the influence of the mean wave angle on the standard deviation and extreme values 
of response quantities is demonstrated. It is found that the hydroelastic behaviour of 
the example VLFS is greatly affected when considering a directional wave spectrum, 








Chapter 7  
Conclusions and recommendations 
 
This chapter presents the summary and key findings for the study. Recommendations 
for mitigation of hydroelastic response of VLFS and future research studies based on 
present findings are provided. 
 
7.1 Conclusions 
The main objective of this study was to investigate novel methods to mitigate the 
hydroelastic response of VLFSs so as to improve its serviceability performance. In 
view of this objective, we have considered VLFSs with flexible connectors, gill cells, 
and arbitrary shapes in Chapter 3, 4 and 5, respectively. 
In Chapter 3, we have extended the idea of auxiliary attachment and semi-rigid 
connections to investigate the hydroelastic behavior of VLFS with flexible connector 
system subject to oblique wave actions. It is found that the introduction of a line hinge 
connector at an appropriate location in a VLFS (with L/B = 5, L/h = 150) reduces the 
hydroelastic response and stress resultants. Significant reductions are obtained in short 
wavelength cases and in head sea wave condition. When using more connectors, 
further reduction in both the hydroelastic response and the stress resultants of the 
VLFS can be achieved, provided that the connectors are appropriately positioned. 
However, there is a limit for the number of connectors to be used for response 
reduction, depending on the incident wavelength, after which the reduction is marginal. 
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In Chapter 4, we have combined the use of a flexible line connector and gill cells 
to form a novel hybrid system to further reduce the hydroelastic response of the VLFS 
(with L/B = 5, L/h = 150). It is found that gill cells are effective in reducing the 
hydroelastic response of the VLFS. Moreover, with the combined presence of a 
flexible line connector suitably positioned and an appropriate distribution of gill cells, 
a significant reduction in both the hydroelastic response and the stress resultants of 
VLFS can be achieved. For a longish rectangular VLFS (with L/B = 5, L/h = 150) 
under a head sea, it is found that gill cells should be placed in the regions where larger 
deflections occur for maximum reduction of hydroelastic response and stress resultants. 
In Chapter 2, we have extended a higher-order hydroelastic analysis method to 
cater for VLFS with irregular shapes by using 8-node quadrilateral elements and 
isoparametric formulation. In Chapter 5, we first verified the extended higher-order 
method by comparing with benchmark solutions. The established method was used to 
investigate the shape of VLFS with the view to reducing the hydroelastic response. In 
the study of the effect of VLFS shape, two different categories of VLFS shapes that are 
commonly encountered are considered, i.e. longish and polygonal VLFS. It is found 
that the hydroelastic response of VLFS can be reduced by changing its edge shape. For 
the longish VLFSs considered in this study, it is found that both the hydroelastic 
response and stress resultants can be effectively reduced by having appropriate end 
shapes. Moreover, with the combined presence of a flexible line connector and an 
appropriate fore end shape, a greater reduction in the hydroelastic response of a 
longish VLFS can be achieved. For the polygonal VLFSs considered in this study, it is 
found that the hydroelastic response can be significantly reduced when the corner of 
the VLFS is facing the approaching wave. However, as the number of symmetries of 
polygon increases, the effect of reduction diminishes because the polygon approaches 
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a circle as the number of symmetries increases. Thus, the results indicated that it is 
possible to optimize the edge shape of a VLFS for minimum hydroelastic response. 
This is important because minimum response results in higher level of safety for VLFS, 
especially for those applications with stringent serviceability requirements. 
Another objective of this study was to advance the stochastic hydroelastic 
analysis. In Chapter 6, we have developed a framework for stochastic hydroelastic 
analysis of VLFS considering a directional wave spectrum. Based on the linear random 
vibration theory, spectra of response quantities are obtained using the transfer function 
approach. Moreover, extreme responses of VLFS are obtained, assuming a Gaussian 
input. The proposed method was applied to the stochastic analysis of an example 
VLFS and the influence of the mean wave angle on the standard deviation and extreme 
values of response quantities was demonstrated. It is found that the hydroelastic 
behaviour of the example VLFS is greatly affected when considering a directional 
wave spectrum in which the effect of oblique wave is integrated. Thus, in order to 
obtain a robust VLFS design against wave-induced deformations and stresses in the 
case of open sea, it is necessary to account for the stochastic nature of wind waves, 
which provides a realistic description of the sea state. 
In sum, the studies have provided new perspectives in mitigating the hydroelastic 
response of VLFS. A framework for stochastic hydroelastic analysis of very large 
floating structures subjected to multidirectional irregular waves defined through a 
directional wave spectrum has been developed. The results reported would be useful 






Based on the studies on reduction of hydroelastic response, it is recommended that for 
interconnected VLFS design, the connection should be appropriately designed 
(positioned) to mitigate the hydroelastic response. For longish VLFS with one flexible 
line connection, the connector is better to be placed in front part of the VLFS for 
minimum hydroelastic response. In this case, gill cells could be combined to further 
reduce the hydroelastic response. On the other hand, limited number of connections 
should be used to reduce the hydroelastic response as the reduction effect diminishes 
with increasing number of connectors. In addition, the shape of VLFS should be 
exploited for a more cost effective design. Future works on optimization of VLFS 
shape for minimum hydroelastic response are needed for practical design. 
The developed framework for stochastic hydroelastic analysis can be applied to 
the study of very large floating structures with non-rectangular shapes as well as to 
investigate the behavior of very large floating structures with flexible connector 
systems. It can also be extended to study the effect of asymmetric directional wave 
spectrum on the hydroelastic behaviour of VLFS. Future extensions may include the 
response to non-stationary sea states as well as the application of nonlinear random 
vibration analysis to account for the effect of second order wave forces. 
In this study, it was assumed that the pontoon-type VLFS has zero draft. This is 
reasonable because most pontoon-type VLFSs have relatively small depths as 
compared to their length and width. However, the effect of draft become significant 
when the thickness-length ratio of the floating structure is greater than 0.005 (Petyt 
1990), thus requiring further work to take into account the effect of draft in such cases. 
Moreover, the present studies were investigated by numerical method. Experimental 
studies may be necessary to validate the proposed approaches for mitigating the 
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hydroelastic response of VLFS. Future studies may include the effect of 3-D variable 
water depth and seabed topography in the hydroelastic analysis where an alternative 
integral equation (Teng and Eatock Taylor, 1995) may be used, as demonstrated by 
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FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION 
 
 
The governing equation of motion for isotropic flat plate with constant thickness h is 
derived below according to the Mindlin plate theory (Mindlin, 1951). The coordinate 
system and sign conventions used for the Mindlin plate are shown in Fig. A1. Detail 
formulation can be found in the book by Petyt (1990) and Liew et al. (1998). 
 
A1 Displacement components 
By assuming that the normal to the undeformed midplane remains straight and 
unstretched in length but not necessarily normal to the deformed midplane, the 
displacement components are thus given by 
 
    , , , , ,yu x y z t z x y t   (A1a) 
    , , , , ,xv x y z t z x y t    (A1b) 
    , , , , ,w x y z t w x y t   (A1c) 
 
where t  is the time variable, u , v  the in-plane displacements, w  the transverse 







Figure A1 Definition of deflection and rotations for Mindlin plate. 
 
 
A2 Strain-displacement relations 
In view of Eqs. (A1a)–(A1c) and plane stress assumption, the linear components of the 
engineering strains for bending strains and shear strains can be expressed as 
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where xx , yy  are the normal strains, xy , xz , yz  the shearing strains, and    





A3 Strain–stress relations 
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A4 Stress–strain relations 
Solving stress components from the Hook’s law ( 0zz  ) gives 
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                  (A4c) 
 
A5 Stress resultant–displacement relations 
Assuming the isotropic material of the plate obeys Hooke’s law, the stress resultant–
displacement relations are obtained by integrating stresses 
 
 /2 /2 2/2 /2 1h h y xxx xx xx yyh h EM zdz zdz D x y                           (A5a) 
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hz dz   and /2/2  hh dz h  . xxM , yyM and xyM  are the bending 
moments and twisting moment per unit length of plate, xQ , yQ  the transverse shear 
forces per unit length of plate, xx , yy  the normal stresses, xy , xz , yz  the shear 
stresses, h  is the plate thickness, E  the modulus of elasticity,  / 2 1G E      the 
shear modulus,   the Poisson ratio,  3 2/ 12 1D Eh      the flexural rigidity and 2  
the shear correction factor to compensate for the error in assuming a constant shear 
stress throughout the plate thickness. 
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A6 Governing equation of motion 
The Hamilton’s principle is used in deriving the governing equation of motion which 







T V dt W dt       (A6) 
 
where 0t  denotes the initial time, t  the final time,   the variational operator, T  
represents the kinetic energy, V  the potential energy including both strain energy U  
and potential cV  of conservative external force (hydrostatic force), and ncW  the work 
done by non-conservative external forces. The strain energy functional U  consisting 
bending strain energy and shearing strain energy are given as 
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Substituting Eq. (A2) into Eq. (A7), and integrating over the plate thickness, the total 
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   (A9) 
 
where pA  is the plate area, and pdA dxdy . The kinetic energy functional T  of the 
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where p  is the mass density (per unit volume). By substituting Eqs. (A1a)–(A1c) into 
Eq. (A8), and integrating through the thickness dimension, the kinetic energy 
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The work done ncW  by non-conservative external forces is given by 
 




where  ,ncp x y  is the non-conservative hydrodynamic forces acting on the bottom of 
the plate due to the velocity potential of wave, calculated as 
t
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where   is the boundary path. 
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By equating the coefficients of the variation terms to zero for the functional over the 
plate area, and assuming free harmonic motion ( i te  ), the following three governing 
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A7 Computation of shear stiffness 
The shear stiffness of the Mindlin plate is computed following the method of assumed 
shear strain field (Bathe and Dvorkin, 1985; Hinton and Huang, 1986) which prevents 
the spurious phenomenon of shear locking. Based on the definition of shear strain, the 
shear strains at an arbitrary point X ( ,X Xr s ) within element are evaluated from the 
displacement and normal rotation fields 
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where /w x  , /w y  , x , and y  are approximated using basis function. 
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where nx and ny are sampling points for xz  and yz  respectively, as shown in Fig. A2. 
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and 
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Figure A2 Sampling points for assumed shear strain filed: (a) xz  and (b) yz . 
 
Interpolating the shear strain at the sampling points gives  
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    is given by 
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In order to integrate the matrix in natural coordinate system for quadrilateral elements, 
the derivatives w.r.t. global coordinates need to be transformed to derivatives w.r.t. 
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BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATION 
 
 
The Green’s second identity is used to transform the Laplace equation (2.7) together 
with the boundary conditions (Eqs. (2.8)–(2.10)) into a surface boundary integral 
equation (John, 1949, 1950; Newman, 1977; Sarpkaya and Isaacson, 1981; Meylan 
and Squire, 1996). Further details on boundary integral equation can be found in books 








              (B1) 
 
where S  is the boundary surface of the fluid domain, n the unit outward normal, G  
the fundamental solution taken as Green’s function, and   the velocity potential. The 
  satisfies 2 0   everywhere in the solution domain. The fundamental solution G, 
however, satisfies 2 0G   everywhere except at the source point ξ  where it is 
singular. To deal with this problem, we can surround the source point ξ  by a very 
small sphere of radius   and surface S , and examine the solution in the limit as 
0  . By excluding this small sphere, the new volume is     and the new 
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Within the volume    , 2 2 0G     everywhere, which makes the left-
hand side of Eq. (B2) equal to zero. The boundary surface S can be further 
decomposed into S S  where S  is a small sphere of radius   around the source 




Figure B1 Decomposition of a three-dimensional fluid domain. 
 
 
The surface integral in Eq. (B2) can now be split into two surface integrals 
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where   is the angle measured anticlockwise from the x-axis at source point ξ . By 
substituting for G from Eq. (2.26) and using / /n r      on the surface S , the 
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Substituting this result into Eq. (B3) and rearranging the terms, we obtained the 
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If the source point ξ  in Fig. B1 is on the boundary S, S  will become a small 
hemisphere with a surface area of 22 . Hence, the boundary integral equation for the 
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Free surface Green function which satisfies the boundary conditions of the fluid 
domain at the seabed, free surface and the Sommerfeld condition is used as a particular 
solution for the Laplace equation (2.7) with boundary conditions given by Eqs. (2.8)–
(2.11). 
By decomposing the boundary surface S into SF, SHB, SB and S , and applying 
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By further decomposing the velocity potential   into the incident potential I , 
the scattered potential S  and the radiated potential R , the integral on the right hand 
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As the scattered potential and radiated potential satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation 
condition (Eq. (2.11)), the integral on the right hand side of equation (B10) that 
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I  and G in Eq. (B11) are harmonic everywhere at S , with exception at the point 
where the wave source ξ  is located. Consider a small hemisphere of radius   around 




Figure B2 Decomposition of two-dimensional surface S  into SS   (a) plan view 
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Note that the second term in the right hand side of Eq. (B12) vanished because   is 
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